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A rich content of important news about events,
exhibitions, people and companies from the
whole world of wood and woodworking industry.

from page 3
ACIMALL OUTLOOK
For the sixth time this year Acimall Studies Office
has processed statistics about the most significant
Italian companies in our industry (woodworking
machinery, furniture, panels and semifinished materials...).

from page 6
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FOCUS ON CHINA
On occasion of Cifm/Interzum Guanghzhou
exhibition, to be held in Guanghzhou from 28 to
31 March 2017, a special focus on China is
featured in this issue, with interviews, market
data and companies’ products sheets.

from page 8
COMPANY REVIEW
Biesse, Costa Levigatrici, Egger, Fantoni,
Griggio, Homag, Ica, Leitz, Scm Group,
Volpato, Weinig, Working Process, are just
some of the companies featured in this issue
with articles specifically devoted to them.

from page 13
USEFUL ADDRESSES...
For our readers, a “who’s who” we have never
promoted as it deserved. Now we are casting a
spotlight in this issue. A way to be found and to
find partners...

on page 22
EXHIBITION CALENDAR
Another very popular section of our magazines:
the upcoming industry exhibitions!

on page 23
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1987, Xylon was born, and a few years
later, this magazine, Xylon International, followed.
A project launched to offer a showcase for
the woodworking machinery industry on the
Italian market first, and also on the global
scenario.
It was a different age, the final years of cold
war with Reagan and Gorbachev in the front
line, and China introducing early economic
reforms that would turn the country into the
giant we know now.
In 1987, the Italian industry of woodworking
machinery and tools, according to the Acimall
report, recorded an 11 percent increase on
the previous year, achieving a total value of
1,175 billion lire, a figure we can hardly
measure today and compare to over two
billion euro in 2016.
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As clearly stated in the Acimall Outlook,
the traditional industry survey you will find in
this issue, the situation for the Italian industry
does not seem to have changed so far, with
still few big groups, a handful of mid-sized
enterprises and many small or micro businesses. According to the European definition,
considering revenues only, a medium business lies within the 10-50 million euro revenue
range, small ones between 10 and 2, micro
below 2.
What has changed compared to thirty years
ago is the gap between two big groups and
the rest of the bunch. The gap is probably
going to widen further and will push small
businesses into an even more focused niche.
No change in the export propensity of the
Italian industry, active in all global markets,
from easy-to-approach Europe to difficult
destinations like China, which is extensively
discussed in this issue.

Aresi: “peculiar” joinery”

TTBois Expo: a new challenge
for wood technology

Remo Costa, Marianna Daschini, Giampiero Mauri,

fax +39 02 70300074

Volpato Lasm: business
transformation to grow

11

Steering committee

With these hints for reflection, and many
more you will find in our Outlook, I leave you
to read our analysis and the entire magazine.
We’ll be back with the next issue celebrating
Xylon’s thirtieth anniversary.

Dario Corbetta
Editor
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NEWS

EUMABOIS

EVENTS

Positive development in 2016
and good starting point for 2017

Good results for the first “Woodtech Forum” in Egypt

Reviewing the year, we would like to start
from Eumabois’s point of view, the European
Federation representing over 800 companies
in the woodworking technology business.
This strength, just coming from the number of
companies, is especially important because
the future activities of the Association will be
increasingly focused on safeguarding the interests of all companies representing our industry in Europe. This year the Board appointed
Juergen Koeppel (Leitz) to President and
Luigi De Vito (Scm) to Vice President. The
year 2016 has been satisfactory also from an
economic standpoint. The International Monetary Fund expects 1.9 percent Gdp growth
in the EU, definitely a good result compared
to recent times, when growth rates were close
to zero. But we cannot hide behind our figures:
the world is growing at rates of 3 percent, the
Asean area by 5 percent. This means that we
need to improve our performance and the industrial equipment business is no exception,
quite the contrary, it almost precisely reflects
these macro data. Industry exhibitions are
often top events but the Roi of these events
has to justify the investment, too. Also in this
respect, this season has been really positive
for our industry. We would like to mention two
exhibitions above all, both supported by Eumabois and representing a "turning point" for
the market. HolzHandwerk in Nuremberg and
Xylexpo in Milan were two key events in 2016.
The former reaffirmed the importance of the
German market or better the regional market
in Europe, while the latter clearly showed that
internationalization must be considered as
an increasingly strategic business process,
especially in Europe. The picture so far suggests that we have definitely overcome the
crisis that started in 2009. We think we should
not ignore some elements of uncertainty that
are affecting the global political and economic
scenario and that might be a threat in the
near future. The US election showed a strong
desire for change in a country that is still the
world’s biggest power and from the furniture
production point of view the second biggest
producer worldwide. Some markets in Northern
Africa and Asia are suffering from local troubles
that slow down the internationalization process,
while Chinese competition is getting stronger.
However, China, being the world biggest furniture producer, is a country of great opportunities but also challenges. So we expect
2017 to bring good opportunities, but at the
same time we have to be aware that market
success will depend on the commitment and
determination to innovate and change attitudes
that Europe has always mastered. ■

Having exceeded the expectations of organizers
and participants alike, the Woodtech Forum
that took place November last in the city of Damietta in Egypt came to an end.
The Forum, which was organized by Medexpo
S.A., in collaboration with the Chamber of Wood
Working and Furniture Industries of the area,
established a channel of communication for
the promotion of human and economic relations.
The high level of the 52 exhibitors and supporters,
as well as of important equipment and panel
producing companies, combined with a top
quality panel of speakers coming from the
sectors of industry, high tech, design as well as
from institutes of research, certification and
market research, managed to attract more than
3,000 visitors.

The 270 scheduled B2B meetings that were held
reveal the interest in closing business deals,
which were actually materialized in the form of
commercial transactions in all sectors of interest.
The visitors showed great interest in the new
panels and surfaces’ technologies, given that the

VAUTH SAGEL
Showrooms: Hong Kong and Moscow
Vauth-Sagel is one of the internationally leading
companies when it comes to innovative storage
systems for the kitchen and furniture industry. In
order to also increase its international market
share, the company is opening showrooms in
key target markets. It has made a start with showrooms in Hong Kong (near Victoria Harbour,Suite
3212, 32/F in the The Gateway Tower I, 25 Canton
Road, Harbour City, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon),and
Moscow (Leninskaya Sloboda 26, Business
Center “Omega-2”, Bldg.2, Office 228), that will
be future forums for the dialogue with customers,
architects, design-ers and journalists.
Established more than 50 years ago, the ownermanaged family-run company now collaborates
with almost all of the major German kitchen manufacturers and is also an extremely exportoriented company. ■
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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market of panels. The support of the Chamber of
Damietta and of the government, in general, was
crucial in resolving technical problems, while
equally important was the contribution of all members of the Wood and Furniture Association.
The investment that is currently being made for
the creation of the Damietta Furniture City that involves the construction of 2000 furniture plants,
creates expectations for a better future.
The next appointment in Damietta has been set
for 11-13 November 2017 and will be far greater
in volume, of better quality and very promising for
exhibitors and visitors alike. Already, many of the
exhibitors who took part in this year’s Woodtech
Forum have signed up for 2017 and many more
who visited the forumhave said that their participation in the next Woodtech Forum is a given! ■
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NEWS

CEFLA

EXHIBITIONS

SCM GROUP

Change of governance

39th Ciff in Guanghzhou

2016 year-end statement
is to nearly 600 million

Cefla announced that Riccardo Quattrini will
no longer cover the role of Ceo at Cefla. Although
the Board of Directors will not be reassigning the
role in the near future, a permanent management
committee has already been nominated to deal
with all the principal coordination activities. The
committee is composed of the Board of Directors
together with the managers of the different business
units (Cefla Finishing, Cefla Plant Solutions, Cefla
Medical Equipment, Cefla Shopfitting and C-Led)
as well as other components invited according to
the topics to be dealt with. In this way, the focus
remains on those aspects of team spirit and
working together which characterise the company,
which, according to forecasts, will almost certainly
achieve results in 2016 that will exceed the record
high reached in 2015. This change in governance
is not, therefore, mo tivated by financial or professional reasons, but is exclusively due to strategic
and organisational differences which have come
to the surface in recent months, with respect to
the guidelines drawn up by the Board of Directors
who, at Cefla, directly represent the ownership's
point of view. The company would like to express
its gratitude to Riccardo Quattrini for the commitment and hard work he has demonstrated ever
since he joined Cefla in 2010, right up to his role
as Ceo, a position which he covered from June
last year until now. ■

Ciff (China International Furniture Fair), the
world’s largest furniture exhibition with its
1.15 million square metres of exhibition
space, 6,000 participating companies and
250 thousand visitors from 200 countries
worldwide in total (Guangzhou in March
and Shanghai in September), once again
proves itself to be a key occasion during
which all those working in the sector can establish contacts and take advantage of opportunities. Ciff 2017 in Guangzhou is held in two
phases: the first from 18 to 21 March, the
second from 28 to 31 March. (This second
phase will be held together Cifm/interzum
Guanghzhou, see focus on China on page
8). Increasingly dedicated to internationalisation
and exchanges between exhibiting companies
and buyers, this year the fair will tackle the
topic of “Better Life, Better Work”, with the aim
clearly set on enhancing the values of the growing quality and excellence of Chinese products.
An unmissable event both for those wishing to
buy and for those who want to test the potential
of the world’s largest market in the furnishing
sector. Yes, because in a period recording
rapid changes, the Chinese market is truly leaping ahead toward an increasing higher-quality
and better-designed product.

The “Made in China” label connotation is less
and less that of poor quality and low price, and
instead is now able to provide appropriate and
tangible solutions even for a medium-high client
sector target. In fact, Chinese producers are
proving able to interpret international taste in
an innovative manner; many western designers
are bringing value and know-how to Chinese
producers, and a good number of Chinese designers are acquiring international prestige,
and becoming perfect links in the chain between
eastern and western taste. This leads to the
creation of poetic products that can communicate and evoke ancestral images. Perfect products for every lifestyle, even for the most demanding markets.
Ciff also hosts many international exhibitors
coming from several countries including Usa,
Italy, Germany, Japan, Korea, Turkey, etc. ■

EXHIBITIONS

know what went good and what can be improved,
because this is our job, this is what we have to
do”. And now it's going back to February. Now
that there is no more talking about creating one
exhibition “together”, in collaboration between
Paris and Lyon, everyone will go their own way,
wherever it is, and Lyon is going back to origins,
restoring the traditional event at the beginning of
the year: “The 2018 edition, in February, will
have to reaffirm the effectiveness of our decisions”, Mompo added. “The French market
clearly stated they want a biennial exhibition,
reflecting the needs of exhibitors from all over
the world. We are satisfied, we cannot deny: in
a way, it's a reward to our longstanding relations
with industry operators, our deep knowledge of
the market and the needs of its acto’s. We have
always been focused on building a project, an
event, an exhibition together with industry, professionals, distributors. We have always been
available, and I think I can say this message
has been clearly understood...It’s a turning
point, the first step of a new journey; this is how
we love to consider this Eurobois, being aware
that from 6 to 9m February 2018 we will have to
show we deserve such trust!”. ■

Eurobois 2016, great success!
Last November, France should have hosted two
exhibitions of wood and furniture technology and
materials, Eurobois in Lyon and Expobois in Paris;
the latter has merged into the Deutsche Messe
portfolio and was cancelled few weeks before its
start. So, Lyon found a desert highway ahead
and offered an excellent edition of Eurobois.
We are writing now, when things have settled,
due to our bimonthly frequency. However, we did
not want to overlook the event, because from 15
to 18 November the market decided what to do
beyond the Alps; a decision taken by 20 thousand
visitors coming to the beautiful French city in
four days, recording a 7 percent increase in
foreign attendance compared to the previous
edition.And if you considered this a “local” exhibition
for the territory of Rhone-Alpes, you should take
a look at the figures published by organizers, indicating that 41 percent of visitors came from
outside the region. They found 25 thousand
square meters and 328 exhibitors, about one
hundred for their first time in Lyon, as a sign of
tangible interest for this market. And even on the
offer side, there was a significant “international

share”, with 35 percent of exhibitors coming from
Germany, Austria, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Switzerland... Plenty of visitors from Italy, as many as 45
percent of all foreign operators, combined with
about forty “made in Italy” companies in the aisles
of Eurexpo, plus many more attending with their
French subsidiary or through agents and distributors. “We listened to the market and designed
an event that responded to what operators have
always requested from us”, said Florence Mompo, the dynamic exhibition manager. “Last November, there was only one exhibition in Lyon
because industry operators decided so: they
chose the best solution, the one that best fits
their needs and their strategies. However, we
cannot rest on laurels and we are already planning a number of meetings with our partners to

EVENTS
Bricoday and Hardware Forum
After the success of 2016, responding to requests from exhibitors and visitors, Bricoday
and Hardware Forum went from one to two
days: the next edition will take place on 20
and 21 September 2017 at Mi.Co. Milan.
A turning decision for the organizers Epe
Edizioni and Koelnmesse Italia, determined
to further grow the two events by expanding
the educational and business opportunities
for operators of the reference distribution
channels: the large-scale distribution of DIY
and resales traditional hardware, tools and
technical articles. With two days available,
the event will offer new contents, projects
and exclusive initiatives ever undertaken in
Italy in our market. Two days to an issue that
lies ahead the key event in the industry in
2017 in celebration of ten years of Bricoday
and three years of Hardware Forum. ■
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Growth about 2015, with an estimated revenue
of nearly 600 million Euro, many innovations in
the fields of human resources, production and
global presence.
These are the figures that summarise a successful
year for Scm Group.
"We can safely say that 2016 too was a very
successful year," says Andrea Aureli, the Scm
Group Ceo, "and the estimated year-end statement confirms this. We have seen a significant
increase in revenues and expect to close the
year 2016 with a total of nearly 600 million
Euro, of which over 400 million in the wood industry. A growth that is greater than that of the
market in general and a confirmation of the
quality of investments we have made in various
regions of the world and in Italy. Without ever
losing sight of the two key elements that have
enabled us to achieve these excellent results:
innovation and young people".
Outside of Italy, (in Italy the revenues doubled
this year), Scm Group has continued to invest in
expanding and consolidating its international
presence. Among the most important innovations
in 2016, there are the consolidation of Australian
operation by acquiring the historic dealership
Gabbett, who continues to lead the Scm Group
Australia branch, and the creation of a new Hub
in Kuala Lumpur, established by merging the
two branches in Singapore and Malaysia, which
strengthens the Group's Asian operations.
Asia was without a doubt one of the regions
where the Group achieved impressive results,
including a major contract in China to build a
megafactory for the production of furniture for
the Chinese market, or the provision to a factory
in Uzbekistan of high-productivity machines to
produce 800 doors per work shift. Today Scm
Group's product export share is 90 percent, sold
through its branches throughout Europe, North
and South America, Asia, the Middle East and
Australia, in addition to the 3 main production
sites in Italy, with a total floor area of 300,000
square metres.
Innovation has been one of Scm's main pillars
of business in 2016. It is a cornerstone of our
corporate mission which the Group has always
pursued with large investments in R&D and which
this year included important programmes, including the European “Close to the Customer”
project, through which the company introduced
the new concept of Furniture on Demand.
Scm Group has also introduced numerous new
products for the various industries it operates in.
What is common to all Scm Group innovations is
the “Easy & Responsive” approach, a concept
that illustrates the company's commitment to
production solutions for Industry 4.0 scenarios.
The second cornerstone of Scm Group's activities
in 2016 was our great interest in young recruits,
illustrated by our launching an employer branding
campaign entitled "We Want to Be Hired by You"
during the month of October, aiming to attract talents from leading universities.
Today the Group has 3,300 employees worldwide,
with some 200 added in the course of 2016.
The company pays special attention to young
people and to training, which the company has
always provided in all its business areas.
It has supported and promoted numerous projects,
including the supply of a machining centre to the
Istituto Bruno Carniello, Brugnera, Friuli and
another to one of the most important German
schools for Steinzentrum Wunsiedel stonemasons,
which chose to use Italian technology. ■
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MARKET ON THE MARCH: INNOVATION VS. UNCERTAINTY
The latest Csil Seminar presented furniture
industry figures, in Italy and abroad. The industry is experiencing recovery signs and
looking at the new paradigms of Industry 4.0
to increase efficiency and competitiveness.
In a scenario with plenty of uncertainties, due to
current developments in the global economic,
political and trade landscape, there is one clear
reference for the global furniture market. Industry
companies are urged to adopt a proactive approach towards the new paradigms of "Industry
4.0", disrupting their organization, manufacturing
and competitiveness concepts. This is the picture
illustrated at the 34th forecast seminar for the
furniture markets in Italy and worldwide in
2017, organized by Csil (Centre for Industrial
Studies) in collaboration with Federmobili (the
Italian federation of furniture retail). The topics of
discussion included economic and trend figures
from the “World Furniture Outlook 2017” report
and the “Italian furniture industry forecast report
2017-2019”, both created by Csil, which illustrate
the trends of the furniture market in terms of production, consumption and international trade; but
most of all, the reports identify possible measures
to be adopted by the manufacturing and industrial
community to support and strengthen the early
recovery signals. Despite poor knowledge of innovative approaches to furniture production and
sales (as also shown by the figures of the “Industria
4.0” Observatory of the School of Management
of the Milan Polytechnic), and probably also of
the opportunities that such methods might give
to positive market developments, companies are
showing that they have the “flair” to get properly
ready for change, focusing on the renovation of
manufacturing plants. As indicated by Acimall figures, in the past two years Italian companies
have undertaken a renovation process resulting
into a 22 percent increase in high-tech equipment
purchase between 2013 and 2015, while preliminary figures for 2016 show further increase. What’s
the next step? Facing the challenge of overall enterprise reorganization, from shop floor to management.
UNCERTAINTY BRAKES THE MARKET
Stefania Tomasini (head of Italian economy analysis and forecast at Prometeia) presented the
most relevant data to illustrate the macro-economic
scenario in the 2017-2019 period. With global
Gdp increasing by 2.8 percent in 2016 (it was 3
percent the year before) and growth estimates
for the next years at 3 percent in 2017, 3.2 percent
in 2018 and 3.2 percent in 2019, there is still a significant gap between Gdp variation in industrialized countries (plus 1.6 percent in 2017) and in
emerging countries (plus 4 percent in the current
year), with further widening expected in 2019 (respectively plus 1.7 percent versus plus 4.4
percent). In detail, the United States are growing
by 1.5 percent compared to 1.6 percent in the
Euro region, while emerging countries are maintaning the 2015 growth rate, equal to 3.7 percent;
the economic situation is improving in Brazil and
Russia, while indexes show that growth is stabilizing
in China and that India keeps expanding. Global
market developments in the coming months will
be affected by Brexit effects, the trade and eco-

nomic policies launched by the new Trump administration in the United States and the upcoming
rounds of elections in the Euro region (Netherlands,
France and Germany). A major contribution might
come from the depreciation of the Euro currency
expected this year, bringing benefits to European
export, and most of all the trend of domestic demand, while a slight rally of prices is expected for
industrial raw materials. In this situation, the international trade of manufactured goods, after slowing
down in 2016, will increase only by 2.5 percent in
real terms in 2017, exceeding the 3 percent threshold not sooner than 2018-2019.

markets despite a slowdown of foreign demand.
In the 2007-2018 period, the share of Italian
export on global furniture trade is decreasing
from 11.8 percent to 8.3 percent, with a slight recovery from the 8 percent result in 2016. Talking
about export (up by 2.1 percent in 2016), with
the euro-dollar exchange rate at 1.11, Italian companies had the opportunity to diversify their destination markets and maintain their competitiveness
in terms of quality/price ratio, thus driving the
growth of sales on foreign markets up by 2
percent in real terms. According to Sara Colautti
(Director of Csil Industry Studies), slower growth
of demand from extra-European countries has
prevented to repeat the performance of 2015,
however Italian companies have managed to
gain a few decimal points of global trade shares.
Industry production, according to estimates,
should increase by 1.5 percent at the end of this

ITALY, DOMESTIC DEMAND RALLIES
Within a general weaker trend of global furniture
trade, Italy posted a reassuring increase of domestic demand, combined with a good constant
trend of export. The “World Furniture Outlook” reports that, in 2016, global furniture consumption
at production prices (i.e. not considering retail
markup) amounted to 395 billion US dollar, with a
market openness index around 30 percent. According to Csil, the market shares for furniture
consumption in 2016 on a global scale still see
China (30 percent) and the United States (20
percent) at the top, followed by Germany with a
significant 6 percent; Italy is at 2 percent. The
most important markets account for 80 percent
of global product consumption. 2017/2018 forecasts indicate 2.8 percent increase (average
annual variation at constant prices), which is
slower than the previous years. The China, India
and Pacific region is standing out with better
growth performance compared to Western Europe,
Russia and Brazil, but there are some surprising
trends. China is losing momentum, although it remains at the top of the ranking with a 36 percent
global share, followed by growing countries like
Germany and Italy (both at 8 percent), Poland (7
percent) and Vietnam (5 percent); all together,
these countries accounted for 64 percent of total
furniture export in 2016. The top importing country
is the United States, with a 26 percent share in
2016 (up by 1 percent), followed by Germany (11
percent), the United Kingdom and France (both
at 6 percent), Canada (5 percent), for a total
share of 53 percent on global furniture import.
The Italian furniture market is back to growth,
though still moderate (plus 1.3 percent in real
terms, for a total value of 8,592 million euro,
which represents a sign of recovery after the
three-year period 2013-2015), combined with a
constantly positive trend of sales on the international

GDP Evolution. Yearly percent variations at constant prices

Global GDP
GDP of industrialized countries
GDP of emerging countries

2015
3.0
2.0
3.7

2016
2.8
1.5
3.7

2017
3.0
1.6
4.0

2018
3.2
1.7
4.3

2019
3.2
1.7
4.4

Source: Prometeia (Forecast Report, September 2016).
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year. Italian furniture destination countries posting
the most significant results are France (plus 8
percent vs. 2015 in the January-July period), the
United States (plus 9.2 percent), China (plus 29.5
percent) and the United Arab Emirates (plus 10.9
percent); heavy downturns for Russia (minus 19.2
percent) and Saudi Arabia (minus 33.1 percent).
Such trend remains positive: in 2017-2019, foreign
demand is estimated to grow by 2.5 percent. In
the 2018-2019 period, according to Colautti,
Italian economy will grow by 1 percent approximately, with domestic demand driving such expansion, while the foreign trade balance will be
substantially stable. For the furniture industry,
further growth on the domestic market is expected,
by an average 1.3 percent, sustained by the elements mentioned above, by renovation needs
that can no longer be delayed and by the recovery
of real estate.
by Olivia Rabbi

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION...
The “World Furniture Outlook 2017” provides an overview of the world furniture
industry with statistical data and 20172018 forecasts for 70 countries, while the
“Forecast report on the furniture industry
in Italy, 2017-2019” also offers an indepth analysis by industry segment. For
information: csil@csilmilano.com
or www.csilmilano.it
and www.worldfurnitureonline.com
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ACIMALL
OUTLOOK

TABLE 1 - TOP-10 BY REVENUE GROWTH
Rank Company

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Again this year, Acimall Studies Office has processed the statistics
of the most significant companies in the industry.
A traditional service appreciated by our readers.
Xylon entrusted the Acimall Studies Office to lay
down the ranking of the economic performance
of wood-related industries, including “Woodworking
technology and more", “Production of wooden
furniture”, “Production of wood-based panels and
semifinished materials”, “Production of wooden
doors and windows”, “Wooden houses and elements for the construction industry” and “Wood
and furniture trade”.
THE TOP-10
Let’s go straight to the point looking at table 1
which shows the top-10 industry companies listed
by turnover variation rates in 2015. The leading
position is taken by Primultini, a manufacturer of
sawmill machinery and plants: in 2015, the Vicenza-based company exceeded 11 million euro
revenues, with a 79 percent increase from the
previous year. At place number two and three,
there are Sirio srl and Cassioli srl, both having
their core business in handling. The former is
based in the Treviso area, while the second has
its headquarters in the Siena province. Within the
ranking, it should be noticed that Floit, specializing
in the production and trade of semifinished materials, has been among the top-ten companies for
two years in a row. Moreover, the top-three companies belong to the mechanical engineering business, as evidence of the current good health of
this industry. Conversely, this result indicates that
year-to-year revenues oscillations are more frequent
and
significant
in
this
sector.
WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY
According to tradition, we focus on the woodworking technology industry, trying to identify to key
trends that have characterized the year under
scrutiny. The analysis takes into account the top50 Italian companies by sales revenues in 2015.
Due to the lack of an Ateco 2007 code precisely
identifying the activity of companies, the companies
to be included in the ranking were selected by
the Acimall Studies Office.
The ranking also includes companies with mixed
production, where it is impossible to isolate the
exact share of “woodworking technology” based
on balance sheet information only.
Biesse from Pesaro, Cefla from Imola and Scm
Group from Rimini take the top-three positions.
For the sake of correct information, we point out
that for the second-ranked company, woodworking

technology is not its main core business.
The 50 companies in the ranking have total revenues of 2,173 million euro, with an average value
of 43.5 million per company. As you can see in
chart 1, the value threshold to be included in the
ranking (position no.50) has increased. This is an
important signal as we wait for 2016 data to show
an even more significant increase. The gap from
2008 is still very wide, unfortunately, and it will
hardly be closed considering the overall trend
whereby bigger companies are favorite against
smaller enterprises.
The median, corresponding to the 25th position
of the ranking (10.2 million), is basically lower
than last year, while the average Ebitda has been
growing significantly, getting more than four million
euro.
Also chart 2 shows encouraging trends: most
companies achieved a turnover increase by 0 to
10 percent, but compared to last year, the share
of companies with growth rates above 10 percent
has expanded significantly.
So: “three clues make evidence”, we might say;
the three charts indicate an encouraging, though
moderate, trend, but analysts expect stronger signals at the end of 2016. So, all we can do is wait
until the next Acimall Outlook...

Primultini srl
Sirio srl
Cassioli srl
Rubner Holzbau spa
Stema srl
Nimar srl
Floit srl
Lp Wood srl
Cma robotics spa
Emc srl

Sale
revenues
2015 (000 €)
11,504
5,093
29,222
41,441
5,697
13,412
20,563
17,110
7,882
5,175

Turnover
Employees
variation
2015
2015/2014 (%)
79.26
76.86
73.70
55.51
46.09
41.91
39.01
36.63
33.83
33.68

50
20
157
117
24
13
36
14
34
23

Production
value
(000 €)
11,407
5,056
27,012
27,980
5,196
13,457
22,897
22,784
8,364
5,124

Ebitda
2015
(000 €)
992
882
966
1,358
391
2,163
707
498
379
196

Net profit
2015
(000 €)
571
555
113
-407
13
1,392
172
185
38
51

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

CHART 1 - HISTORICAL TURNOVER TREND OF THE 50TH-RANKED COMPANY (MIO EURO)

Source: Acimall Studies Office.
One final note: an analysis of such breadth and
depth inevitably requires evaluations we have
made honestly and with the specific purpose of
providing an evaluation tool that is as clear as
possible.
Also in this edition, we might have made mistakes
or inaccuracies. We apologize for that in advance
and we are ready to report possible corrections
to Xylon readers.

CHART 2 - DISTRIBUTION OF TURNOVER GROWTH (% TURNOVER VARIATION)

by Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies Office

Source: Acimall Studies Office.
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TABLE 2 - TOP 50 COMPANIES IN WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY AND MORE

TABLE 4 - TOP 10 IN “WOOD-BASED PANELS AND SEMIFINISHED MATERIALS

Rank

Rank Company

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Company

Biesse spa*
Scm Group spa*
Cefla Soc.Coop.*
Freud spa
Imal srl
Pal srl
Costa Levigatrici spa
Uniconfort srl
Cassioli srl
Paolino Bacci srl
Masterwood spa
Angelo Cremona spa
Imeas spa
Coral spa
Italpresse spa
Stark spa
Griggio srl
Centauro spa
Storti spa
Corali spa
Primultini srl
Uniteam spa
Working Process
Manni spa
Mion & Mosole spa
Baschild srl
Friulmac spa
Ormamacchine spa
Vitap Costr.Mecc.spa
Comec group srl
Cma robotics spa
Pade srl
Giardina Finishing srl
Stemas srl
Imas Aeromeccanica srl
Essetre srl
Putsch Meniconi spa
Maggi technology srl
Stema srl
Boteco srl
Stanghellini srl
Metal World spa
Emc srl
Finiture srl
Giben Tech srl
Sirio srl
Fravol Export srl
Elettr.G.Colombo srl
Omal srl
Omma srl

Sale
revenues
2015 (000 €)
519,108
513,215
436,971
95,796
70,690
44,505
32,570
32,438
29,222
24,405
20,341
20,043
17,006
16,110
15,726
14,476
14,436
12,374
11,601
11,524
11,504
11,410
11,127
10,289
10,241
10,192
10,152
9,362
8,752
8,339
7,882
7,783
7,435
7,421
7,013
6,844
6,538
6,207
5,697
5,690
5,663
5,527
5,175
5,165
5,100
5,093
4,880
4,718
4,529
4,431

Turnover
variation
2015/2014 (%)
21.53
10.11
3.80
12.09
21.55
20.46
11.83
2.91
73.70
15.74
10.23
31.22
1.48
0.28
19.77
0.38
-4.35
5.38
16.47
-0.33
79.26
14.94
-13.12
15.34
10.93
3.57
7.69
-21.09
2.78
14.02
33.83
11.12
-34.15
23.32
15.23
11.57
0.79
3.09
46.09
2.51
5.69
16.74
33.68
9.50
15.49
76.86
20.87
-10.75
6.23
-11.18

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

Employees
2015

Production Ebitda
value
2015
(000 €)
(000 €)

3,108
3,106
1,645
483
164
138
169
62
157
52
97
138
78
100
98
91
90
83
91
66
50
51
57
65
62
28
52
107
43
31
34
38
36
30
60
33
41
29
24
53
12
50
23
25
47
20
19
45
21
24

538,241
545,489
443,406
97,504
80,608
41,598
33,696
27,750
27,012
24,543
21,543
17,926
17,114
17,097
15,641
14,491
14,352
12,531
11,619
12,850
11,407
10,995
11,693
9,898
10,654
10,283
10,806
9,204
9,124
8,329
8,364
8,073
7,565
9,217
7,757
6,965
6,611
6,204
5,196
5,748
5,710
6,123
5,124
5,353
7,392
5,056
4,621
4,765
5,052
4,721

59,316
60,839
45,265
14,885
5,838
3,849
4,100
853
966
2,471
1,151
3,630
2,705
845
1,312
1,043
-737
426
670
559
992
83
764
428
515
1,149
651
-240
241
1,589
379
236
408
-6
142
658
327
163
391
521
926
843
196
508
544
882
233
516
351
93

Net profit
2015
(000 €)
21,054
18,013
16,023
6,930
3,801
2,099
1,765
557
113
1,811
492
903
1,805
4
975
-79
-1,495
21
295
251
571
-1,129
261
96
64
468
333
-238
-259
1,078
38
50
84
-197
17
20
147
71
13
94
632
370
51
306
-304
555
103
378
233
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Friul Intagli Industries spa
Media Profili srl
Gruppo Mauro Saviola srl
Fantoni spa
3 B spa
Frati Luigi spa
Bipan spa
Cleaf spa
Saib spa
Alpi spa

Sale
revenues
2015 (000 €)
463,738
301,469
237,350
229,756
190,479
148,933
105,053
102,631
95,222
65,823

Turnover
Employees
variation
2015
2015/2014 (%)
12.67
3.93
6.94
-4.34
12.30
-9.29
3.02
11.76
-0.90
6.05

1,556
694
615
643
710
348
197
198
182
437

Production
value
(000 €)

Ebitda
2015
(000 €)

471,185
277,295
259,191
241,506
201,285
151,123
105,087
103,164
96,147
66,574

53,444
18,113
38,697
23,217
15,479
25,209
9,762
17,580
11,678
5,844

Net profit
2015
(000 €)
23,192
6,572
8,742
6,489
7,401
3,254
2,066
9,372
3,449
7,387

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

TABLE 5 - TOP 10 IN “WOODEN WINDOWS AND DOORS PRODUCTION”
Rank Company

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Braga spa
Garofoli spa
Cocif Soc. Coop.
Rubner Tueren spa
Bertolotto spa
Suedtirol Fenster srl
Wolf Fenster spa
Ferrerolegno spa
Effebiquattro spa
Krona Koblenz spa

Sale
revenues
2015 (000 €)
51,347
33,236
32,404
22,031
22,020
20,892
20,705
19,929
19,920
19,828

Turnover
Employees
variation
2015
2015/2014 (%)
3.24
-2.23
-7.46
0.75
17.07
-3.19
14.27
0.87
-2.84
0.54

162
221
300
151
92
151
111
77
89
76

Production
value
(000 €)

Ebitda
2015
(000 €)

Net profit
2015
(000 €)

53,087
35,289
29,449
22,386
22,459
21,049
20,594
20,560
21,798
20,077

2,700
1,409
-1,816
3,167
1,830
1,761
2,530
1,899
1,115
1,182

822
245
-5,342
1.316
701
580
510
598
75
397

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

TABLE 6 - TOP 10 IN “WOODEN HOUSES AND CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS”
Rank Company

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

* Consolidated balances.

The ranking also includes companies with mixed production, where it is impossible
to isolate the exact share of “woodworking technology” based on balance sheet
information only.

Rubner haus spa
Panguaneta spa
Margaritelli spa
Rubner Holzbau spa
Pircher Oberland spa
Fontanot spa
Sistem Costruzioni srl
Bbc spa
Boffi spa
Nimar srl

Sale
revenues
2015 (000 €)
60,960
57,006
47,067
41,441
34,933
24,997
19,637
19,030
15,079
13,412

Turnover
Employees
variation
2015
2015/2014 (%)
5.53
6.09
-19.75
55.51
3.05
-0.43
-4.91
8.96
1.88
41.91

294
187
277
117
130
102
53
77
46
13

Production
value
(000 €)

Ebitda Net profit
2015
2015
(000 €) (000 €)

62,342
57,938
56,261
27,980
36,304
27,074
19,993
19,574
15,371
13,457

1,939
4,327
9,456
1,358
797
-436
1,522
3,104
755
2,163

56
1,485
6,060
-407
48
-937
166
1,032
269
1,392

Production
value
(000 €)

Ebitda Net profit
2015
2015
(000 €) (000 €)

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

TABLE 3 - TOP 10 IN WOOD FURNITURE PRODUCTION
TABLE 7 - TOP TEN IN “WOOD AND FURNITURE TRADE”
Rank Company

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Natuzzi spa
Chateau D'Ax spa
Lube Industries srl
Scavolini spa
Poliform spa
Poltrona Frau spa
Ilcam spa
Imab Group spa
Veneta Cucine spa
Molteni & C. spa

Sale
revenues
2015 (000 €)
472,700
198,414
171,534
168,889
153,577
144,748
143,271
129,857
126,624
115,441

Turnover
Employees
variation
2015
2015/2014 (%)
6.96
8.77
13.96
2.05
19.80
-5.15
7.66
11.42
9.65
14.24

2,314
92
301
550
592
504
497
594
364
339

Production
value
(000 €)

Ebitda
2015
(000 €)

Net profit
2015
(000 €)

477,656
201,833
176,687
173,740
150,820
153,513
146,958
134,315
131,011
117,323

2,931
5,130
7,665
13,052
12,560
12,972
12,573
2,332
7,788
8,529

91,433
460
1,477
7,024
4,291
3,053
6,825
-2,497
1,790
1,457

Rank Company

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.

Cora' Domenico & Figli spa
Imola Legno spa
Florian Legno spa
Damiani Holz&ko spa
Bellotti spa
Karl Pichler spa
Paganoni Importlegno spa
Gruppo Sigel Italia spa
Kimono spa
Floit srl

Source: AIDA-Bureau Van Diik.
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Sale
revenues
2015 (000 €)
93,220
74,616
66,664
29,819
28,618
27,300
26,571
24,293
23,836
20,563

Turnover
Employees
variation
2015
2015/2014 (%)
4.71
-8.73
6.54
-8.00
-1.87
3.27
8.99
5.68
10.17
39.01

110
133
79
95
95
64
17
57
36
36

101,951
76,405
71,577
29,360
28,860
27,960
26,592
24,755
24,197
22,897

2,893
3,286
5,362
367
2,217
2,247
1,677
802
868
707

-6,225
-377
3,283
-574
28
1,165
107
167
167
172
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China

CIFM/INTERZUM GUANGHZHOU
Slated to take place from
March 28–31, 2017 at the
China Import and Export
Fair (Pazhou Complex),
Cifm/interzum Guangzhou,
which has been partnering
the prestigious China International Furniture Fair
(Ciff) for years, is recognized as the largest and
most comprehensive woodworking machinery, furniture production and interior decor industry event

in Asia. With a scale spanning 140,000 square
meters, the four-day event – organized by Koelnmesse and China Foreign Trade Centre –
will attract more than 1,200 exhibitors. On
2016 1,243 exhibiting companies gathered at
this flagship event of the industry. Among
them, 26 percent hailed from 38 countries
and regions. Some 73,312 visitors from more
than 100 countries and regions at the event.
As a benchmark for events of the same kind
in Asia, Cifm/interzum guangzhou has been
serving as a "one-stop" sourcing platform meeting the demands of each market segment. It
is also a major gateway for numerous interna-

tional brands to open up the Asia
and China markets. Boasting a
larger international area for showcase this edition, the number of
national pavilions will increase
to 10, from the following countries
and organizations: Germany, Italy, Turkey, France,
Korea, Chile, the United States/Canada, the American
Hardwood Export Council, Canada Wood and Sweden.
In addition to well-known industry giants, numerous
innovative small and medium overseas enterprises
will also participate this year, the debut appearance
in China for a number of them.
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
MARKET FIGURES
For many years now, China has been a mature market
with the best and most interesting economic trends.
From a macro-economic perspective, Gdp is growing
constantly at an average annual rate of 7-8 percent.
The same trend is recorded by per-capita product,
which in 2015 exceeded the 8,000 US dollar threshold.
Low public debt (just 46 percent of Gdp) and a
largely active trade balance (300 billion dollar) are
two further elements of a very positive economic situation, rich of opportunities for those who want to
expand their business in the Asian giant.
China is definitely a leading actor also in the woodworking industry. In terms of technology, it is the
world’s third-largest manufacturer, after Germany and
Italy.
In 2015, the Asian country exported woodworking
machinery for a total value of 1,159 million euro,
whereas it’s hard to estimate domestic sales volumes,
as no reliable official statistic sources are available.
The feeling of “industry experts” is that the entity of
domestic business is significant.
Looking down the supply chain, figures indicate the
volumes of a global leader: China is the world’s top
producer of furniture and the biggest furniture exporter
ahead of Italy; according to Fao (Food and agriculture
organization of the United Nations), the country is
also a leader in the production of wood-based panels:
as much as 191 billion cubic meters, more than the
United States and Russia.
So, big figures that should generate big opportunities
for foreign investors and exporters.
Talking about woodworking machinery, Italy has leveraged the opportunities offered by the Asian subcontinent only partially so far.
According to Istat figures, in the January-October
2016 period, Italy exported woodworking machines
for a total value of 47 million euro to China, with
a 22.1 percent increase.
Such significant figures should be combined with
local Italian manufacturing operations. At present,
delocalization seems to be the most successful form
of globalization, adopted by companies with suitable
size and organization.

Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies’ office

www.acimall.com
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FOCUS

interviews
QUALITY AND SAFETY FOR “MADE IN CHINA” FURNITURE
China is a key partner for Italian and European
woodworking technology suppliers: first and
foremost for semifinished products exhibited
at “Interzum Guanghzhou”.
On one side, the automation and digitization of
manufacturing operations. On the other, experience,
innovation capacity and customer service. These
are the pillars of growth for wood industry companies in the Chinese market. After investing in
quantity, now China is looking at the quality and
safety of processes and products.

Homag China, Quian Dick
Managing director
Although the industrial output
growth slightly dropped due
to a shrinking industrial sector amid lackluster demand
plus the uncertainty of Trump
administration’s effect to the
Quian Dick.
relationship and economy
between China and Usa, population plus income
growth and urbanization are still three powerful
factors to drive China market with its huge unique
potential on the world.
Digitalization and consumer-related automation
is on the fast way to change the market demand
and consuming behavior. With the income growth

and life quality improved, the digital driven customized production solution (including software
and machines) is no doubt to attract the market
higher interests. The solution including the high
efficient automatic machines with smart software
to manage one piece flow data to satisfy higher
customized requirement, from order, to production
and to the end user. Homag is definitely the full
solution provider and leading the market.
The China market is dynamically changing extremely faster. From my personal point view, the
future China market will be driven by the solution
with digitalization and consumable automation.
All digitalized products will take advantage of the
trend from high speed of internet connection to
make world closer and people to people convenient. Consumable automation under the background of the income growth is to develop the efficiency of the industrial from traditional people
driven to future machine driven.

from suction/filtering plants
and coating/finishing booths
not compliant with Atex standards. Coral’s experience in
safety and prevention is a
warranty for a serious and
professional approach, as a
Giovanni Gay.
result of several systems installed around the world, China included. Also in
the Chinese market, our engineers can provide
technical service and support and inform customers
about the benefits and serious risks deriving from
wrong decisions. For us, the starting point is the
certification of supplied products, manufactured
in compliance with international standards to guarantee functionality, efficiency and safety.
www.coral.eu

Robatech, from China representative office
Robatech China’s headquarters in Guanghzhou
Robatech is the competent partner for innovative
and efficient adhesive application systems worldwide for woodworking and furniture making,
such as laminates, flooring, paneling, profiles
wrapping, counter tops, self-assembly furniture
and displays. Well-trained application engineers
support our customers in over 60 countries when
choosing the most suitable appliances and carrying
out maintenance and service jobs reliably and

www.homag.com

Coral, Giovanni Gay
Marketing manager
Our decision to exhibit at “Interzum Guangzhou”
fits into a global scenario where companies demand safety in working environments for protection against fire and explosion risks deriving

professionally. Over 40 years of experience have
led to a wide product range of sophisticated
equipment for hotmelt
and cold glue applications. Robatech China’s
headquarters is in Guangzhou. Offices in Shanghai,
Beijing and Hong Kong help to support the customers efficiently. As a Swiss family enterprise
we stand for values such as reliability, quality and
innovation for the benefit of our customers. Mdf,
solid wood and plywood rely on a wide range of
modern bonding and filling techniques. With Robatech technology, woodworking suppliers can
achieve the perfect finish even in difficult laminating
or wrapping processes. We combine unparalleled
technical expertise of Pur, Eva, Apao hotmelt
bonding processes with a comprehensive product
range, including coating heads in different profile
shapes for more accurate, even applications.
Our Fkv coating heads are characterized by a
precise, high quality pattern and controlled application of adhesive. We also offer a special
Wood Repair System (Wrs) for enhancing the
finish and value of engineered flooring and solid
wood (parquet).

www.robatech.cn
by Olivia Rabbi

SCM GROUP
SCM GROUP AT INTERZUM GUANGHZHOU
Scm Group is to participate in the "Interzum
2017" trade fair, the most important Chinese woodworking industry event of the year, to be held
28 to 31 March in Guangzhou. Scm Group will display its widely acclaimed products at a 663
square metre stand. A rich display of the Group's
various brands, offering at Interzum products by
Scm, Morbidelli, Stefani, Cms Balestrini, Dmc
and Superfici. Of particular interest is a mediumproductivity "lean cell" consisting of a Morbidelli
“Universal 2412” machining centre, a “Morbidelli
Cyflex hp” drilling centre and an “Scm Olimpic
K560” edgebander. The flow of panels from the
machining centre to the drilling centre is automated
thanks to the use of a robot. All that is required
after the conclusion of the production cycle is the
assembly phase. It is, then, an innovative integrated
solution built using exclusively Scm Group machines. Eagerly awaited, also in the Far East, is
the unveiling of the brand new “Morbidelli Author
M200” machining centre, one of the models in
the new range of products that is revolutionising
the world of machining centres. The “Author” models offer an exceptional performance-price ratio
and innovative technical solutions that help companies to save space and cut production times.
On display at "Interzum 2017" will also be the
“Balestrini Twister” machining centre, the “Dmc
EuroSystem 135 C” sander, the Superfici

Zhong Zhi Xi new plant in Luo’An
with a complete Scm Group technologies supply..

WE PAINT THE WORLD!

"spraying line" and the “Stefani Solution” edgebander. Scm Group has been operating in
China since 2004, with its Chinese headquarters
and logistic and production centre located in
Shenzhen, employing 65 workers. The Group
also runs showrooms and sales offices in Shunde,
right near Guangzhou, and in Beijing.
In October 2016 a new plant was completed in
Luo'An, in the province of Anhui, by Zhong Zhi
Xin, a major Chinese furniture manufacturer, a
plant for which Scm provided consulting services
and the entire woodworking machinery. A project
with a value of 4.6 million euro.
Scm Group had a 20 percent growth in the
Chinese market in 2016, consolidating the Group's
leading position in that country. According to
Marco Rampichini, Scm Group Regional Manager
Asia-Pacific, "Our products are considered examples of Italian excellence in the Chinese market;
we are recognised throughout the country as a
company that provides high-quality and highly
competitive products. We hold a leadership position among producers of machining centres
and edgebanders, as well as window and door
frame processing solutions. Our extensive knowhow and solutions make us the perfect industrial
player when it comes to building highly-productive
and flexible integrated lines, a partner that can
fully meet the needs of the Chinese market in
light of the rising cost of labour."
www.scmgroup.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Finishing systems and solutions
“Made in Italy”
www.giardinagroup.com
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WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY:
POSITIVE TREND IN 2016

BIESSE
BIESSE AT INTERZUM GUANGHZHOU
Biesse will be exhibiting at Interzum, Asia's most
comprehensive woodworking machinery, furniture
production and interior décor trade fair, from 28th
to 31st March 2017 in Guangzhou, China.
15 technological solutions will be on display at
Biesse booth (S11.1 D31), to demonstrate how
anyone can seize the rich opportunities offered
by the so-called “Industrial Revolution 4.0”: having
anticipated the future needs of the market and its
customers, Biesse can now translate into practice
this concept. Biesse wants to render accessible
to everyone, aims to bring together the high
output numbers seen in the assembly chain with
the tailor-made value of artisan production.
Factories are turning digital: the machines communicate amongst themselves via automation systems and interaction software.
Customers can "imagine" the final product, simulate
construction and carry out tests before it has
even been made.
“Intelligent manufacturing is a very important
issue – declared Piergiorgio Franca, Chief Executive Officer of Biesse China – since the last
years worldwide. This trend has been recognized
also here in China and due to the fact that
Biesse wants to play a leading role here, we
are exporting to China and also developing in
China our technological solutions for the Chinese
manufacturers.
Our target is to satisfy the Chinese manufacturers’
(our customers ) needs in China. With our flexi-

bility and high variety in term of solutions and
design of furniture, we, Biesse, can support
them to develop their skills as local manufacturers, giving them the tools to be successful in
China and for the export”.
In order to meet Chinese customers (in furniture
market) demands, Biesse will present the high
cost-effective and affordable customized furniture
production solutions to our customers and potential
customers: machines ranging from software to
processing of sizing, sanding, edgebanding,
drilling and nesting solutions.
Among the many technological solutions will be
on display some new products designed for
China, these were developed to meet Chinese
market demands and are: “Selco SK 370 TP”,
“Stream K” and “Stream AK”. “Selco SK 370
TP” is the new panel sizing centre able to satisfy
the small and medium companies needs: quick
set-up, fast, precise output of single parts production or small series; a unique technical solution
to satisfy even the most rigorous production demands, in terms of processing precision and defined delivery time.
“Stream K”, “Stream
AK” are the new
BiesseEdge solutions: two single-sided edgebanding
machines developed
for craftsmen and
small enterprises who
wish to increase their
quality and production capacity.

www.biesse.cn

DDX
“EASY WOOD”: THE INNOVATION TO SHAPE THE FUTURE
To stand the rising competition and to become
the leader in the market it is necessary for a company to distinguish itself improving its products
and its production processes.
Long term investments and future orientation are
keywords in the politics of many companies which
operates in the woodworking sector.
DDX develops excellence solutions specific for
the woodworking field since years and ensures
its customers the latest technology in term of
quality and saving.
For panel and woodworking the solution is “EasyWood”, the Cad/Cam software extremely flexible
specific for 3, 4 and 5 axis machining.
With “EasyWood” realizing a project is really within
everybody’s reach: the software is simple and
user-friendly, since all the functions are available
within a click. Like all DDX products, it can be
used on several Cnc machining centres and manages every stage of the woodworking: from
design and import of pieces to management of
tools and machining, disposition of pieces and
underpieces on the bench, 3D automatic collision
detection with simulation, machining optimization
and program generation.
Among the main functions of “EasyWood”, import
of standard formats such as Dxf, Iges, Step,
Rhino and Stl, optimization of machining and
drilling paths, 3D model of the Cnc centre of the
customer are worth a mention.
Thanks to its modular structure, it can be tailored
according to the customer’s requirements: automatic collision detection, nesting, 3D simulation

and automatic Cam processing are some of the
most required modules. 3D collision detection allows you to reduce waste and check if the working
cycles are correct and optimized in order to increase productiveness, avoid wrong machining
and damages on the machine. A company that
invests in DDX software becomes different from
competitors thanks to the prompt response to
market evolution.

www.ddxgroup.com
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2016 closed with a positive sign: this is the
final result of a 12-month
period characterized by
a clearly positive trend
of technology, equipment and tools for wood and wood-based materials.
As we wait for final figures, the Studies Office of
Acimall – the Confindustria member association
that represents the companies of this excellent
“made in Italy” sector – estimates that production
in 2016 amounted to 2,078 million euro, 11.5
percent more than 1,864 in 2015.
This percent variation is very similar to the result
of 2015 versus 2014, when an 11.7 percent increase was recorded. The growth of export was
slower: in 2016, sales abroad amounted to 1,486
million euro, 5.1 percent more than in 2015,
when export had grown much stronger by 12.7
percent versus 2014. These are positive signs,
compared to a domestic market that – driven
by public incentives and measures to support industrial activity and, more in general, consumption
– in 2016 amounted to 592 million euro, as
much as 31.6 percent more than total sales on
the domestic market in the previous year. So,
growth endures and we are finally benefiting from
an economic trend supported not only by our extraordinary propensity to export, but also by a
domestic market that is much more willing to
invest in instrumental goods.

The analysis by the
Studies Office of Acimall also highlights further signals, namely a
wider and wider gap
between small businesses on one side and big companies on
the other: current markets, following the transformations we all know, are rewarding bigger organizations, companies that can face the global
scenario with an organic, systematic and consistent
approach. To be honest, this trend has been
clear for one decade at least, but probably, many
companies have not paid the level of attention
that, according to the analysts of the Confindustria
member association, will be necessary in the
future. Nevertheless, preliminary 2016 results give
reason for satisfaction and optimism, showing
that the industry's record production levels, i.e.
2,159 million euro in 2007, are getting closer.
However, it will be more and more important to
monitor the big destination markets of “made in
Italy” woodworking technology. First of all countries
like Russia and Brazil, currently characterized by
“complicated” economic, political and financial
conditions, but also increasing competition from
China in South-East Asia or stability in the United
States, a customer that in recent years had increased its orders to Italian companies by 40
percent.
www.acimall.com

SCENARIOS

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF POLISH
WINDOWS AND DOORS INDUSTRY?
How will sector of windows and doors look in
Poland in 2031? Based on foresight research
prepared by Asm-Market Research and Analysis
Centre, four different scenarios have been prepared for Polish Windows and Doors Association.
The future of the windows and doors sector in
Poland depends on many different factors and
events that are often impossible to predict.
However, it is worthy to consider possible scenarios
and properly prepare for them. Dwight Eisenhower
used to says: "In preparing for battle I have
always found that plans are useless, but planning
is indispensable". Foresight provides a solid
basis for further discussion about the functioning
of the sector in relation to the challenges it faces.
“Foresight techniques are used to explore alternatives for a better future in a structured way
– says Beata Tomczak, Head Analytic of construction sector at ASsm-Market Research and
Analysis Centre. “This kind of research helps to
see how the impact of different possible situations
may influence future development, where are
the risks and opportunities. Foresight do not
give the answer, rather scenarios with information
that will support present-day decisions of companies and help them shape the future”.
In the first scenario Poland is a "tiger of windows
of doors sector." According to that, in the years
2016-2021, Poland uses the grants from the EU
budget perspective for 2014-2020 to accelerate
the growth of the construction industry. High external demand affects the development of the
construction sector. In the years 2022-2031 Poland
is building a knowledge-based economy, and
the Gdp is one of the highest in the EU. This determines the stimulation of investment and renovation activity, and consumers opt to buy ecological,
well designed and energy efficient products.
Less optimistic scenario assumes that in the
years 2016-2021, as in the previous variant, EU
grants accelerate growth of the construction
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industry, beneficially influenced by the high external demand. The situation is different in the
years 2022-2031, in which Poland still has a big
economic growth and is builds a knowledgebased economy. However consumers are less
energy-consciousness and limit their investment
and renovation activity. Changes are in the structure
of the investments – end clients prefer new apartments rather than individual houses which lead
to the situation where developers create demand,
and the growth of the sector of windows and
doors is mainly determined by renovation works.
Another scenario creates a vision that in the
years 2016-2021 Poland exceeds 3 percent
of Gdp budget deficit and an excessive deficit
procedure is introduced. The government do not
take reorganisation procedure, resulting in a blockage of EU funds which hampers economic
growth. Brexit and actions taken to reduce the
wave of immigrants lead to decline in export and
foreign investments. In the years 2022-2031 economic growth is crumbling, a number of countries
are leaving Euro zone. The aging population and
unemployment result in a decrease in demand
for new constructions and increase of illegal but
cheaper low-cost solutions on the market.
The last variant assumes that in the years 20162021 Poland is benefitting from EU subsidies,
which accelerate growth in the construction industry. At the same time the country is achieving
one of the highest economic growth in Europe,
becoming a destination of immigration. However
in 2022-2031 destabilization of the European
market is rising also because of Brexit. The importance of safety and the products which provides
the security is becoming more and more important.
The aging population leads to greater activity in
the field of social housing. The large group of immigrants results in the appearance of multiculturalism.
asm-poland.com.pl
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EXHIBITIONS

TTBOIS EXPO: A NEW CHALLENGE
FOR WOOD TECHNOLOGY
TTBois Expo is a new exhibition of machinery,
plants, supplies and components for the furniture and woodworking industry, a project
signed by Cepra and Forum 7.

THE DATES FOR 2018 ARE SET
The dates announced at the end of the previous
editions have now been confirmed for the next
Xylexpo, the biennial international exhibition of
woodworking technology and furniture industry
supplies, celebrating its 26th edition. The event
will take place in the Fieramilano-Rho fairgrounds,
from Tuesday 8 to Saturday 12 May 2018. The
location remains the same, reaffirming the collaboration between the city of Milan and the exhibition, which dates back to the origins of the trade
fair in 1968, as much as fifty years ago! The
50th anniversary is a major milestone that will be
properly celebrated. The timeframe of the exhibition
has also been confirmed, spanning five days as
requested by a vast majority of exhibitors, who
want to have enough time to spend with their
partners and customers. Such request has become
even stronger following the excellent results of
the past edition, where the leading brands of woodworking technology achieved record levels of
order acquisitions during an international exhibition.
“We have all got down to work for the next
edition with fresh enthusiasm”, said Lorenzo
Primultini, president of the exhibition and Acimall,
the association of Italian manufacturers directly
involved in the organization of Xylexpo. “Our
recent story demonstrates that Xylexpo has a
clear role and position in the international exhibition calendar. It is the top showcase for panel
processing technology, this is an undisputable
vocation that drives us, as organizers, to pay
utmost attention to all territories where woodworking technology is applied. To illustrate the
different expressions of our industry, we are
developing a few significant initiatives”.

The industry is experiencing a sort of “second
youth”, with several regions around the world
going back to economic situations similar to the
pre-crisis period. “We are confident that Xylexpo’s
fiftieth anniversary will be combined with an excellent seasons for the global markets”, added
Dario Corbetta, director of Xylexpo. “Current
figures indicate a positive trend of the Italian
market, which is not only an industry leader offering world-class technology, but also a “consumption market” that draws the attention of all
global vendors”.
“The widespread return to pre-crisis order and
revenue levels – Corbetta continued – will be a
powerful driver for exhibitors, who will bring
their best technology to Milan to match the demand of a more and more dynamic global market. This is an opportunity to show your skills
and capacity in one of the most mature and
stimulating user markets, where you can do
“good business”, as well as meet and discuss
with many important and popular brands from
all over the world. We are not talking only about
design, but also high-quality mass production
for the world’s giants of furniture retail and
trade".
So, Xylexpo is an exhibition that always gives answers to exhibitors and visitors, from the buyers
of big brands looking for technology to support
high-volume production, up to handicraft businesses willing to upgrade the technological standards of their “workshop”.
A long tour of meetings and press conferences
will start soon to illustrate the highlights of the
next edition to all industry actors.
www.xylexpo.com

“We had been thinking about a new exhibition
project for several years, to leverage the experience acquired in fifty years as organizers of
Xylexpo, the biennial event everyone knows.
Finally we decided that there was a region that
deserved special attention, a group of countries
where woodworking is making giant steps and
where leading-edge technology will be more
and more necessary. T
This resulted into the decision to launch TTBois
Expo, a new exhibition that will be held in the
premises of International Fairgrounds Ofec in
Casablanca (Morocco)”.
Dario Corbetta, director of Acimall, the Italian
association of woodworking machinery and tools
manufacturers, tells about the cooperation with
Forum7, a Morocco-based company with solid
experience in trade fair organization, to create a
new, attractive date in the calendar of industry
exhibitions.
“We have been working hard on this concept
and we think time is ripe”, Corbetta adds. “From
June 29 to July 2 this year, we will see the
results of our analysis and information collected
during several missions in this region.
This activity has been going on for a long time
and we have identified Tunisia as the most suitable place to generate new opportunities for
industry companies from all over the world, because TTBois Expo will be an international
event, open to all industry companies willing to
present their technology, the products, their
ideas to the French-speaking region of Africa
and a country, Morocco, where more than 500
companies of significant size employ over 10
thousand people”.

Which are the guidelines of the new project?
“First of all, we want to create a comprehensive
review of technology, "consistent" with the demand of these markets: machinery and equipment, as well as components, semifinished materials, raw materials, panels and coatings...
Many companies and big international groups
declared their interest for our project, sharing
the idea that a high-quality exhibition with
suitable service and organization standards
might be a successful experience.
Not only: the local government has launched a
technology development plan for the Moroccan
industry, involving several industries and providing solid foundations also for our initiative".
How many exhibitors and visitors are you expecting
at the first edition?
“As you can imagine, it's really hard to tell. We
are presenting for the first time an event with
European standards to a promising but still
undiscovered market, offering excellent quality
and an all-round portfolio. We expect about
one hundred exhibitors and five thousand visitors,
but this is just a rough idea, an approximation
we will double check from June 29 to July 2!”.

www.ttboisexpo.com

SALONE DEL MOBILE.MILANO NUMBER 56
We are writing just few hours after the end of the
press conference introducing Salone del Mobile.Milano, edition number 56, and we will talk
about it more extensively in the next issue of our
magazine. As usual, there is plenty of news and
lots of "iron in the fire" for the most important
event of the furniture industry on a global scale,
starting next April 4 at Fieramilano-Rho, with
an opening ceremony to be attended also by the
Italian President of the Republic Sergio Mattarella.
“It’s the first time a President of the Republic attends the opening ceremony of the exhibition",
said Roberto Snaidero, president of the Salone.
There was also the Milan mayor Giuseppe Sala:
"Milan is an open and integrated city”, he said.
“In a period when so many young people are
leaving Italy, we are lucky to see many who
want to come to Milan: 60 percent of non-Italian
design students who graduate in Milan decide
to stay here and 80 percent of design graduates
find a job within one year. We have a great opportunity, but we can seize it only if we work together and try to keep the city really open and
integrated...”.
The next edition is launching a new format of the
classical section and two events, unprecedented
visions of contemporary design and workspace.
The close synergy with Milan is essential, as the
city and the exhibition together become the world
capital of design, as written in the payoff of the
communication campaign. “Design is a State
of its own. And Milan is its capital”.

We are less than 60 days from the start of a
Salone that, with a complete lineup from furniture
to lighting, up to working environments, can attract
more than 300 thousand visitors from over 165
countries, more than 1,300 exhibitors and the interest of 5 thousand journalists from all over the
world.
Salone Internazionale del Mobile, Salone Internazionale del Complemento d’Arredo, Euroluce, Workplace3.0 and SaloneSatellite. The
latter is celebrating its 20th anniversary in April,
standing out as a meeting place for selected
young people from 5 continents, entrepreneurs,
architects, interior designers and media. The key
topic of this editions will be “Design is...?”: an
open question, current and crucial. The anniversary
will be celebrated with the 20-year SaloneSatellite
Collection, a special edition of pieces designed
by international designers who made their debut
at SaloneSatellite 20. 20 years of creativity, a big
exhibition at the Fabbrica del Vapore, curated by
Beppe Finessi; a collection of pieces presented
through twenty editions of SaloneSatellite as prototypes and then launched on the market, inside
the catalogs of popular brands or other meaningful
manufacturers.
The international Furniture Show is continuing its
renovation with a new format for furniture and
classical accessories in halls 2 and 4: starting
from the new longer naming “Classical: Tradition
in the future” offers a consistent and balanced layout with no discontinuity.
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Concurrently and fully integrated with the furniture
show, the biennial exhibitions Euroluce − dedicated
to the best lighting solutions currently offered by
the market – will be staged in halls 9-11 and 1315, and Workplace3.0 in halls 22-24 for working
environments, plus the International Exhibition of
Furnishing Accessories and SaloneSatellite.
The product exhibition will be complemented by
the events dedicated to lighting and working environments. The first event, curated by Ciarmoli
Queda Studio (who also organized Before Design:
Classic at the latest Salone del Mobile.Milano), is
called DeLightFuL, meaning Design, Light, Future,
Living, and will be introduced by a short movie
inspired to the fantasy work of the awarded
director Matteo Garrone.
The second event, “A Joyful Sense at Work”,
curated by Cristiana Cutrona, tells a vision of the
future office, revisiting the theory of office and
working environment design with innovative contents and four installations, each representing the
specific culture of four international architects:
Studio O+A of Primo Orpilla and Verda Alexander
(United States), Ahmadi Studio of Arash Ahmadi
(Iran), UNStudio of Ben van Berkel and Scape of
Jeff Povlo (The Netherlands) and Studio 5+1AA
of Alfonso Femia and Gianluca Peluffo (Italy). So,
America, Asia and Europe. Another event will be
back with its second edition, space&interiors,
directly connected to Salone del Mobile.Milano
and dedicated to architectural finishings. From
Tuesday 4 To Saturday 8 April 2017, at The Mall
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Porta Nuova, in Milan's Brera Design District,
surfaces, floorings, doors and interior decorations
will be presented in an installation created by the
design studio Migliore+Servetto Architects. The
2017 edition will be rounded off by the exhibition
“Absolute lightness” which, through an innovative
interactive and digital installation, will highlight
the value of decorations in contemporary architecture.
To plan your visit, you can download the free
app Salone del Mobile.Milano 2017 for iPhone,
iPad and Android devices.

www.salonemilano.it
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EXHIBITIONS

HERE’S MADE!
From March 8 to 11, FieraMilano-Rho is hosting the eighth
edition of the event.
Italian cities have 120 million houses, of which 30
are historical or somehow protected, while the remaining 90 million are mostly located in the
outskirts, often characterized by poor architecture
and construction quality, in settings that are
normally not so “livable”.
It's a huge volume of space, apartments, "dwelling
places" which represent one of the biggest challenges of residential constructions. In this situation,
“urban regeneration” will be one of the key
topics at the upcoming Made, the big international
exhibition of design and construction that is ap-

proaching its eighth edition. The challenge has
been launched: improving the living quality of as
many people as possible, stop territory consumption, regenerate areas that are no longer useful
(such as abandoned industrial areas or railway
facilities), turning them into meeting venues,
places to live, leisure parks and service areas.
This exhibition is built on great values and has always presented them in a huge, complex, articulated showcase of products and services that attracts tens of thousands of visitors, complemented
with a rich offer of discussion and in-depth analysis

A moment of Made Expo press conference
held in Milan on 27 January 2017.

Roberto Snaidero.
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opportunities. Eight “special events”, hundred meetings
and conferences, four exhibitions, 1,400 exhibitors
in eight halls, over 200 delegations from 25 countries.
These figures suggest what is awaiting us in Milan
next March 8 to 11.
As usual, the event will feature everything you need
to build and design. An extensive offer that this year
will be even more focused on woodworking technology
with a dedicated area in hall 3, “Woodworking Technology Area”, organized in collaboration with Acimall,
to cast a spotlight on the more and more significant
role of wood in the “building system”.
The offer will be complex and variegated, with four
specific exhibitions: Made Constructions and Materials (halls 6-10) will feature construction systems
and innovative technology: materials, equipment,
wood, brick, concrete and steel constructions, fabricated elements, waterproofing, insulation, protection,
remediation and chemicals, measurement, testing
and control instruments, solutions for construction
sites and safety.Made Building and Windows (halls
1-2-3-4) presents all about windows, curtains, shutters
and blinds, protection, building envelope and cladding.
Window manufacturers, installers, distributors, resellers,
architects, designers and construction companies
will interact with the entire supply chain, from machinery
to process windows of any material (wood, aluminum,
pvc) up to the most innovative finished products.
Made Interiors & Finishings (halls 5-7) will be dedicated to floorings, cladding, doors, handles and
accessories, false ceilings, interior partitions, equipped
walls, stairs and finishings; and finally, Made Software,
Technologies and Services (hall 10) will feature
the latest software solutions, from structural design
and calculations to architectural and engineering design.
“The 2017 edition of Made Expo – recently said
Made Expo president Roberto Snaidero – will be a
great opportunity for discussion between business
and institutions, to support economic growth and
the transformation of our country and cities. With a
unique mix of innovation and expertise, the exhibition
provides the market with essential tools to promote
this ambitious project. So, again this year, Made
expo will be a great experience, a physical place
where you can discover, see, know, touch and decide. In few words, a big event that can drive the
expansion of global markets and relaunch the domestic market”.
www.madeexpo.it
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COMPANIES

AFRICA AND THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY:
THE FUTURE ACCORDING TO PAOLO FANTONI
“There is a challenge with a potential impact
that, in my opinion, should be evaluated carefully.
I am referring to the crisis of values that has
brought two major factors to the forefront: on
one side, the purchase of brand products with
no price considerations, on the other side, the
"price-sensitive" product found in mass retail.
Both product categories have gained significant
market shares, to the detriment of "mid-range"
products. In other words, the pyramid of consumption has turned into a funnel, where the
lower section is getting larger and larger: we
have to face a market increasingly focused on
élite products or mass retail. This is the challenge
and the current battlefield”.
Meeting Paolo Fantoni, an entrepreneurs who
needs no introduction and the president of EpfEuropean Panel Federation, is always a great
pleasure, as he is one of the few people who can
provide an overview of the industry and its complexity, taking into consideration a thousand factors
if you want to be successful, or at least stay in
business…
“Values like design, craftsmanship or customization will never disappear, but they will
be limited to a smaller and smaller circle of
companies. Very often, it is no longer convenient
and affordable for handicraft businesses to start
from a wooden board or a panel to build a
measure-made piece of furniture; this and other
factors is gradually changing the distribution of
materials...The wood and furniture market has
changed and its key actors are the giants of
manufacturing and even more of distribution
and retail: mass retail keeps growing at 8-10
percent rates and the market share of retail
giants has reached 32 percent. In this situation,
it is difficult to understand how to preserve the
professional skills of those who have pursued
specific business strategies so far”.
We have to think differently...
“Of course! At Fantoni, for instance, we have
changed our approach, moving from a multichannel offer to much more technical processes, increasingly focused on improving our relationships with big industrial users. To make it
clear, we are working on what I call “specialized
supply services" for industrial customers, whereby
we are ready to deploy all technical developments and enhancements to support their technological processes".
“Custom” panels, not only cut-to-measure, for
large users?
“That’s the way it's going to be in the shortmedium term: a decreasing number of midrange furniture manufacturers and an increasing
need for customers to choose between highend and entry-level. This is not necessarily negative, but it is definitely a big change. With one
big question mark: what about online retail?
How will it evolve in the future?".
Well, then... What should we do?
“We should not stop. For instance, Epf has recently invited a delegation of thirty African operators to Italy.

ICA GROUP: “IRIDEA BIO”,
THE NEW WATER-BASED

COATING

Paolo Fantoni.

There were many topics of discussion, but the
main goal was to focus the attention of global
markets on Italy and Europe. The road to East
is closed, going North or West is definitely
harder: the African market is an opportunity
we cannot miss, for several reasons, both as
an output market for our products and as a
source of new partnerships. There is another
topic I am fond of, namely “circular economy”,
a definition that incorporates several elements
but basically means that the whole world economy needs products that have a beginning
and an end, that are manufactured using materials that can be, must be, reused or disposed
of with proper procedures from an economic,
social and environmental standpoint. Supply
chains must identify a new approach in this situation, adapting their organization to close the
circle of a product's lifecycle. These concepts
have already been adopted in some industries,
think about paper or exhausted oils, much less
in others. It seems we will soon have clear directives for mattresses, and soon end-of-life
responsibility will also be extended to furniture,
so our companies will have to reach an agreement and decide how to recycle products. This
might seem disruptive from a cultural point of
view, but we cannot keep talking about “sustainability” and do nothing serious. Each supply
chain will have to close its circle, and all companies, all over the world, will have to face their
responsibility for the products they put into the
market, accepting a new logic of costs”.

A fruitful collaboration project with the prominent
Dutch firm Dsm has given rise to a new water-based coatings line for interiors called “Iridea Bio”.
These coatings, made from vegetable matter by
the Ica Group, are resilient, resistant to chemicals
and lightfast. They are also ideal for industrial
processing, just like other corresponding oilderived products from Ica. They have been formulated with acrylic-based resins and, compared
to other products on the market made with alkyd
resins from renewable sources, they are quicker
drying, harder and possess greater non-yellowing
properties. What is more, as compared to similar
alkyd-derived products, “Iridea Bio” monocomponent and bicomponent coats are easier to
sand and more resistant when subsequent coats
are applied, meaning they can be used in intensive
industrial processing cycles.
The creation of an outstandingly innovative product
like this was the result of several years of study,
experimentation and collaboration with a major
international player in the chemical industry (Dsm).
Acutely aware of the need for greater environmental
sustainability, as early on as 2013, Ica Group's
research and development laboratories began to

“Europe is at the leading edge of this trend, let
me stress that. It’s a big strength that the wood
industry can leverage for the future", Paolo
Fantoni concludes. “Fantoni is playing its part:
we have invested over 80 million Euro in a new
Mdf panel production plant, “Plaxil 8", which
should go into operation at the beginning of
next year. We will get rid of old stationary
presses and deploy the longest continuous
press currently installed in Europe. The entire
process has been revisited, taking into account
environmental sustainability and “circular economy”, by implementing the necessary technological developments. All of this to offer a new
generation Mdf panel by Fantoni. But we will
talk about it the next time...”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.fantoni.it
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devise and run tests on a new formula with a
view to improving Ica's production mainstay-water-based coatings for interiors.
The joint project with Dsm, a technologically
weighty partner with extensive experience in producing resins from renewable sources, took the
form of introducing innovative materials derived
from renewable sources into the formula for water-based coatings for interiors.
Tests have been run on “Iridea Bio” in conjunction
with the University of Camerino and the La
Sapienza University of Rome in order to assess
the biogenetic nature of the materials used; this
involves investigations into the carbon contained
in the coatings to prove whether it comes from
fossil sources or vegetable biomass.
The C14 dating technique demonstrated that the
renewable content percentage oscillated between
30 and 40 percent.
This method is further proof that this coating is
not only an innovative product, but especially
that it works for the environment and is human
friendly.

www.icaspa.com
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THE FIRST FORTY YEARS LEITZ ITALIA,
OF SCM GROUP FRANCE “STRONG”EXPERIENCE
The latest Eurobois in Lyon was also the occasion to celebrate the fortieth anniversary
of Scm Group France. We interviewed Marco
Brandi, manager of the Italian giant’s subsidiary.
Everyone knows that France has always been a
strategic market for Scm Group. But maybe someone has not realized that the Italian group has
been operating in this market directly through its
own subsidiary for forty years.
To be honest, we were taken aback as we visited
Eurobois and we were given a glass of sparkling
wine to celebrate this anniversary!
Of course we did not refuse, but we took the opportunity to know more. And we learned about a
long story, starting with the decision to create an
efficient organization in a “neighbor” market. No
sooner said than done. The subsidiary was
launched in 1976 by initiative of Gerard Bruyère,
who immediately became its manager, and his
staff, most coming directly from the Rimini headquarters. At the beginning, it was nothing more
than a sales branch, but very soon the company
developed logistic operations, set up a small warehouse, created a network of engineers and
agents/representatives... it worked! Machines are
requested, service
must be up to expectations from all
standpoints. And
the subsidiary grew:
they visited customers, presented
machines, sold
them, showed them
to others, and the
wheel keeps turning. A golden age,
with strong demand
for good machines at affordable prices, so strong
that, after a while, a manufacturing site is also
opened in France, which gradually grows into a
real factory, with a significant production of routing
machines exported all around the world. A strong
vision, a group that soon realized that delocalization
could be a successful strategy. There were two
scenarios: some models of routers were made in
France for the French and global markets, though
having Italian brains and heart, combined with
production in the Rimini headquarters to complete
the range. Employees increased, the subsidiary
expanded to become a major asset for the history
of Scm Group in those years.
“I joined Scm Group exactly forty years ago, I
was hired to come to work to France in an upand-coming subsidiary”, said Marco Brandi,
branch manager since 2012. “Those were intensive years, wonderful, full of changes and success: we laid the foundations of a market that is
still a reference for our group today”.
“We made accurate decisions in this market,
always looking for solutions to meet the needs
of our customers the best we could”, Brandi
said. “At a certain point we realized it was no
longer strategic to have a manufacturing site in
France, so we focused on an effective technical-sales structure: in Lyon, we have the heart
of our system, our central facility, remote service,
coordination of all activities, plus a network of
engineers that cover the entire national territory,
providing support to our partners. We have
adopted a clear strategy, i.e. standing less than
250-3000 kilometers from each customer, so
that we can assure very quick service. Also in
France, just like other countries, we have an
extensive network of resellers and distributors
who are in charge for relationships with small
and handicraft companies, while in the high

end of the market, where it comes to lines and
integrated machines that interact with each
other, we go through sales engineers with
specific expertise”.
Approximately thirty people generating revenues
close to 20 million euro annually, a 700-squaremeter facility, 400 of which for a showroom. The
2016 balance was largely positive: “Last year
was very satisfactory”, Brandi said. “We celebrated our first forty years with 30 percent revenue increase from the previous year, definitely
a big cherry on the cake! This result came after
difficult years, because France has been going
through a tough period, just like most of the
world, not only Italy. It was an opportunity to reconsider our role of subsidiary, to check decisions
and mechanisms, to review our organization, to
update our skills and staff in order to be more
effective and efficient. It is not mere chance, for
instance, that the number of numerical control
working centers sold in France has increased
by 50 percent in just twelve months. By duly
updating our mentality and our working method,
we have been able to seize new opportunities,
we have got even better. Such success also
largely depends on decisions made in Rimini,
significant enhancements to
our technology
that have translated into highper for mance
machines appreciated by
the French market even more
than in the past.
So, total growth,
from all points
of view: the best way to celebrate our fortieth
anniversary!”. “France is a very important market,
a “mature” market, where operators know exactly
what they need, which technology can increase
their competitiveness”, Marco Brandi continued.
“Scm Group has always been a reference
partner for big groups and leading companies,
with a customer portfolio we have further expanded as a result of the reorganization process
I have just mentioned, bringing our “top” technology into the most beautiful factories in France.
I can mention Gautier, a big furniture manufacturer who invested massively in Scm Group
technology and is very satisfied, to the extent
that we are planning new projects in the short
and medium term. Or MC France, a giant of
the window business which uses our leadingedge solutions. I have to say that we have
always been very strong in this business with
our solutions dedicated to window production:
I’m thinking about collaboration with Group
Keyor and Jeld-Wen, one of France’s biggest
door producers...These are important references
that support our market reputation and encourage
us to be more aggressive also when we offer
machinery and technology to small and medium
businesses, a strategy we will deploy with determination already in 2017”.
So, as you can see, the major milestone of the
fortieth anniversary is just a starting point. Time
for celebration is over and they are looking for
new roads to take, although the direction is very
clear: stand as close as possible to customers all
over France, keep offering innovation that fits like
a glove to operator requirements, and be ready
to ride the wave of a market that keeps growing.
by Luca Rossetti

www.scmgroup.com
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“Italy is a key element for the business of Leitz”,
says Giovanni Gregori, sales manager of the
Italian subsidiary. “Lana is our headquarters,
where the administration and legal entity of our
Italian operations are located. We have lots of
diversified activities: in Mariano Comense, at
the heart of the furniture district of Brianza, we
have a sales office to monitor one of the most
important districts for our business. In Navazzo,
near Salò, we have a manufacturing site that
produces all “made in Leitz” knives, starting
from hard metal bars up to sophisticated coatings
to increase the effectiveness and durability of
finished knives, applying different treatments
according to applications and customer needs
all over the world. In Lana we also make tools
for windows, and recently we have introduced
a product family for the Italian market. We have
65 employees in total, with approximately 10
million euro revenues”.
“Leitz has always been specializing in industrial
doors and windows, offering ideal features for
intensive use at consistent quality. Our greatest challenge is to deliver this message also to
small and medium businesses, showing them
which and how many benefits they can get if
they choose “top” tools. I can really say that
Leitz is well-known to all of them, a synonym for
quality, and this is a big advantage.
We offer different “families” of tools: one of
these is the favorite of machinery manufacturers.
It’s a set of “super performance” tools, with
120 meter per second rotation speed, suitable
for large production lines, delivering 20 percent
productivity increase. End customers, especially
small companies, are not really interested in
such performance, but when we show them
some samples machined with our tools, then
their attitude changes, as they realize we achieve
a finishing quality that allows them to move on
directly to coating. I must say that such awareness can be found not only among window
manufacturers, it applies to all of our tools,
which all too often are erroneously considered
“unattainable objects of desire”, while the truth
is different. The products are certainly designed
for very accurate and demanding users, but
quality permits no half measures. Nevertheless,
sometimes it is hard to explain to Italian customers that it is worth investing more to get
better results. In our opinion this is mostly due
to the market approach of these companies,
often forced to produce in small volumes, with
several setup changes, and consequently with
a peculiar vision of what a tool is and what it
should be. Things change when you move into
the industrial domain, with high-volume production and the need for consistently high
quality and excellent finishing. In these contexts,
Leitz is very often the top choice, not to say the
only one".
How did you integrate the Lana site into the
group manufacturing organization?
“At Leitz, production is mainly concentrated in
two sites, Oberkochen and Riedau, where all
solutions for windows and blades are manufac-
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tured. A few
years ago, following a peak of
demand for such
tools, our manGiovanni Gregori.
agement decided that Lana
could support Riedau, taking over more production volumes. Actually, Lana was already a
major production site, but it was expanded
further, while delivering virtually identical products
as Riedau, using the same technology, materials
and processes. Then market flows changes
and Navazzo became the manufacturing site
for all knives, as well as, as mentioned before,
for different types of tools for the Italian market.
After all, we have all the expertise and equipment,
so we decided to optimize the organization”.
“Today, the Leitz Group – Gregori continues –
has over 4 thousand employees and a catalog
with eight thousand products. Another reason
for pride is our excellent logistic organization:
we can deliver any tool, no matter where it is
manufactured, all over the world within 48 hours.
When a customer calls, we solve the problem
in a couple of days. This service-oriented approach has led to the creation of over 200
sharpening centers, where Leitz provides service
and maintenance for diamond-tipped tools,
knives, cutters... well-equipped laboratories with
the necessary skills to make some special tools
as well, if a customer requests it”.
Mr. Gregori, how have tools changed in recent
years?
“I daresay they are hardly recognizable if compared to their predecessors even from few
years ago. Today – and this is mostly due to the
economic crisis we have suffered – planning is
more important and tools have become an integral part of this process. So, better tools, higher
performance to achieve unprecedented results
at higher and higher speeds, but also smart
tools designed for preventive maintenance and
correct installation to achieve consistent results”.
Is it more difficult to make tools?
“Sure, especially tools with diamond cutters
which have to cope with tougher and tougher
materials. Everyone knows that today 95 percent
of furniture is made of panels that are not produced using virgin wood, but contain a large
quantity of recycled wood, which makes processing more "complicated". Moreover, wood is
progressively replaced by alternative materials,
with specific features and properties we are
still learning to know and handle. For one of our
customers, for instance, we are delivering big
orders of tools to produce parquet from recycled
plastics, consisting of an intermediate layer of
plastics mixed with wood particles and a cork
substrate to balance the construction. We have
developed perfect tools also for this applicaby Luca Rossetti
tion”.

www.leitz.org
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STUDIO BI DUE, WHAT A NICE SURPRISE!
Getting there is not easy: Bienate is a district of
Magnago, about forty kilometers north-east of
Milan. Not only: when you reach Via Sardegna, at
number 50, and you see a set of giant cutlery,
you are almost sure you have come up in the
wrong place or something is not clear to you.
And instead, that’s only one of many surprises
that Studio Bi Due Soluzioni d’arredo (www.studiobidue.com) offers to those who have the pleasure of taking a closer look at the creativity, competence and commitment of the Baldissera family.
During this visit, we really developed a strong
desire to change all the furniture in our house.
“My father-in-law was a furniture tradesman,
and when I married his daughter, we realized
that we could think about something more and
something different leveraging my manual skills
and entrepreneurial spirit. So it did not take
long before we became furniture manufacturers!”.
The story told by Francesco Baldissera, the
“driver” of Studio Bi due with his wife and children,
sounds pretty easy. But it was not so: “Measuremade furniture were always causing trouble,
because customers were never happy with
what they could get from our suppliers: so we
realized we had to make furniture, not just sell
it!”.
That was the first step: today Studio Bi Due offers
turnkey solutions from building renovation, a business launched four years ago, to furniture. 17
people deal with design, interior decorations,
selling furniture of represented brands, furniture
production, especially kitchen sets, and a showroom where you can find everything from beds
to curtains, from tiles to kitchen furniture. Different
skills and professional competences, which make
this company a peculiar actor.
“We have demanding customers who look for
quality and performance in furniture, not just
low price. We have equipped and transformed
our business to respond, and we decided to
open a sales company in Morocco and an
agency in Russia, in Moscow. The furniture
business has changed, there are many different
requirements: there is room for everyone, provided you choose how and where you respond
to market demand”, Baldissera says. “Today,
anyone buying a piece of furniture wants to
spend money efficiently, and the market still expects a lasting product, with good quality stan-

From left: Francesco and Davide Baldissera.
On the right Flaminio Duroni, Biesse area manager.

dards, that will not have to be replaced after a
short time...When we started to update my father-in-law’s business, back in 1992, we worked
in a rented hall with few millions to invest. Today
we have almost two million revenues, 2,200
square meters of woodworking workshop −
where we also make complex furniture like
bathroom and kitchen sets − and about one
thousand meters of showroom. Our biggest
strength is that we can solve any space problem
for our customer, designing furniture to measure
and incorporating all the features and performance they expect. We are often the first to apply
new types of hardware or innovative
materials...we like to test, try, show our customers
that we don’t want to sell a wardrobe, a table or
a kitchen set, but deliver “their” table, “their”
wardrobe, “their" kitchen furniture...".
“I come from mechanical engineering, I used
to deal with special machines. When I came
back from the army, I had to manage 38 people,
that was an essential experience. We build
boats to clean Milan’s canals, applying a concentrated mix of technology and know-how,
from sheet metal machining to techniques to
operate cutters underwater, up to powerful engines required to work in harsh conditions. A
very rich and complex experience, which helped
me understand many things and learn many
more! Studio Bi Due is the result of this desire
to understand as much as possible, to live different experiences. This is also the origin of my
passion for “beautiful machine”, for technology
that works well”.

to be perfect. I repeat: I really believe in technology and especially in the necessity to test
new solutions in this industry. We are constantly
pursuing the total quality of our furniture, even
the cheapest models. We accept no compromise,
we don’t want to run any risk of complaint. The
precision of these machines and all the other
we use for downstream operations, up to mounting and assembling, ensure perfection and results that cannot be compared to manual operations”, Franco Baldissera concluded.
“In this plant we see the foundations of Factory
4.0, where production is managed with high
levels of automation directly from the engineering
department”, adds Flaminio Duroni of Biesse,
who accompanied us on this visit. “Each process
stage is optimized to be carried out with specific
mechanisms: in the design stage, shapes, operations and materials are defined. Then, the
system instructs the "Winstore” magazine to
pick the right panel and load it into the working
center, where all squaring, milling and boring
operations are carried out. And soon, everything
will be even simpler, faster and fully automated,
with a barcode reader that will capture all necessary information and transfer it to the system,
so that all stages are managed exclusively by
technology. The future is here: for several years
now, Biesse has been offering high-automation
plants, technologically advanced solutions not
only for big lines, but also for plants designed
for small and medium companies, such as
Studio Bi Due.
This is the challenge right now: take the best
technology to a wider audience of operators,
thinking in terms of “Handicraft 4.0”, not only

Let’s come to your partnership with Biesse.
“Well, I have to say it was an important decision
for us: we decided to collaborate with them to
innovate our working methods. As I said, from
the very beginning in the Nineties
we adopted a working center, that’s
a method we are familiar with. But
with our recent acquisition of "Rover
B FT" and most of all the automated
magazine "Winstore 3D K2", we
have entered a new dimension, simplifying the entire production cycle
and significantly accelerating the cycle time. Each week, we spend at
least eight hour less than before on
these machines, while producing elements with excellent quality. To have
a real “nesting island” we had to
make a big investments, I have to
say, but today this line handles over
60 percent of our entire production:
it has become the heart of our system
for the organization of our production
cycle, it has enabled us to improve
quality and to reduce the footprint
of these operation to one-fifth”.
You are satisfied, it seems...
“Yes, definitely. Our approach with
Biesse was immediately positive and
process management, thanks to their
dedicated software, has turned out
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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industry. In our opinion, Studio Bi Due shows
how a woodworking workshop can and should
change, following an evolution that brings new
business opportunities and possibly encourages
young people to join an industry that has lost
attractiveness”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.studiobidue.com
www.biesse.com
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WORKING PROCESS AND FESTO: TOGETHER FOR A PLANT 4.0
All window processing operations integrated
in one automated line. A leading-edge production plant, designed for the famous brand
Saint-Gobain, fully compliant with Industry
4.0 concepts: this is the result achieved by
Working Process – based in Niviano di Rivergaro (Piacenza) and specializing in advanced
woodworking technology – also thanks to
solid partnership with Festo.
Working Process started business in 2000 with
a clear mission: disrupt the manufacturing
process of wooden windows. From the very
beginning, they relied on the skills and expertise
of people with longstanding experience in the
woodworking industry and a specific focus on
windows. The idea was to enhance the processing
methodology according to the concepts of "prefinished" products, getting as close as possible to
perfection.
Until then, production was basically a handicraft
process, requiring strong manual skills to create
the final product. To make a window, you had to
orchestrate several machines, but most of all, it
took the experience of a master carpenter, while
in other sectors automation and more advanced
technologies had already set through. So, why
not apply the same approach also in this industry,
treating a wooden window just like a Pvc one?
The first answer to this question, back in 2000,
was “Sapiens”, a numerical control machine for
combined boring and milling, a working center
with a high degree of automation. In 2004 they
developed “Logos Iwc”, the first fully automatic
working center launched by Working Process:
tenoning, boring, milling, internal and external
profiling in one machine, introducing the concept
of flexibility in this industry. In 2012 the company
became bigger and stronger with the acquisition
of Cml Machinery, leading to the creation of a
technology hub to expand the product portfolio
of Working Process.
Today, the entire range of production lines and
compact working centers is built around the core
values of the corporate mission: accuracy, flexibility, productivity and reliability. The challenge
is to search constantly for working methods that
are simple for the customer, effective, capable of
eliminating errors and issues, simplifying the process and generating profit.
The big strength of Working Process is also the
capacity to listen to the production requirements
of customers, reactivity and responsiveness for
problem solving, business organization and accuracy, extreme specialization in the window industry.

These features have helped increase customer
loyalty, an undisputable index of customer satisfaction, as well as of service quality.
Today Working Process has 50 employees and
generates 13 million Euro turnover, with real
opportunities – related to product potential and
production capacity – to achieve 30 million euro
revenues within three years.
THE PLANT FOR SAINT-GOBAIN
A major project Working Process is currently deploying is a new complete line for the production
of windows developed for Saint-Gobain, a famous
industry leader from France. It’s a fully innovative
leading-edge project. Never before had a Cnc
working center been associated to high-capacity
production rates (four fully finished parts – turned,
milled, bored, squared, profiled internally and externally, including all details – in one minute).
The line has a total length of approx. 120 meters
and it was designed to increase automation levels,
cut idle time and use unskilled labor.
It consists of a number of stations dedicated to
specific operations (multiside turning, boring,
millin, profiling), linked by automation components.
“This plant – says Filippo Schegginetti, marketing
manager at Working Process – is a perfect combination of experience in flexible CNC-based
solutions and competence in high-capacity
lines. It's a huge line that leverages a high level
of freedom and flexibility”.
Besides productivity and high flexibility, it is worth
mentioning the sophisticated control and supervisory system, with one single workstation
to monitor the entire production cycle and manage
several machines.
Each part is marked at the beginning and after
each operation, to achieve total and continuous
process control. Each machine knows exactly
which kind of operation it should execute for
each part. As a result, the plant needs minimum
supervision by the operator.
Talking about safety, the plant, as requested by
the customer, offers very high standards with significant improvements also in the working environment. Any anomaly triggers the safety system
of the affected area and enables the operator to
take action for maintenance and restoring.
The operator can also interact with some portions
of the line during operation, to guarantee production
continuity even during maintenance activities.
The ultimate evidence of the 4.0 nature of this
line is an innovative feature: the order from the
end customer, once entered into the system of
the sales department, is immediately acquired

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

and processed by the
management software,
launching the production
process.
FESTO’S ROLE
The plant developed by
Working Process together with Festo is a major
reference for the application of Festo products
for the systematic and
integrated connectivity
of data flows, materials
and enterprise operations, from design to manufacturing, including the supply chain. The goal
achieved is top flexibility and effective response
to market demands, achieving high levels of production efficiency and total control on all elements, while minimizing the impact of human
errors. The project also builds on integrated technology for predictive diagnostics supported
by Festo solutions: this system can analyze
huge quantities of data in real time, from multiple
sources, for the optimization, supervision and remote management of production equipment, and
finally the models of data analytics and predictive
maintenance. This approach is essential both for
small machines and for very complex plants. To
increase productivity, Working Process has selected
“Cpx”, the next-generation Motion&Control platform by Festo, which allows to build interconnected
architectures using distributed controllers designed
and engineered to fully leverage the 4.0 technology
potential. Machinery manufacturers and users
are increasingly looking for solutions that combine
efficiency and effectiveness. The answer is “Cpx”,
a perfect combination of the three ingredients of
the fourth industrial revolution: electromechanical
systems, sensors and digital connectivity. The
Festo platform features high levels of networking,
scalability and diagnostic capacity, helping streamline logistic operations, create value along the
entire chain, simplify operators' activity and increasing productivity. Furthermore, the unit can
perform condition monitoring and safety functions
for improved energy management.
WHY FESTO
Why has Working Process selected Festo? “It’s a
decision we have reaffirmed over the years –
says Filippo Schegginetti – because Festo is
much more than a supplier for us, it’s an active
and proactive industrial partner who collaborates
with us to develop new solutions for our machines. We have always believed that, to be
successful, you have to select the right people
at the right moment”.
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A key element is the pneumatic-electronic part
provided by Festo, which offers flexibility and
modularity also in progress, when the machine is
being enhanced, with the possibility to customize
standard industrial production. “Compared to
standard machines, components are the same
– Schegginetti says – while configurations change,
enabling us to generate a product suitable for
a specific customer”.
Festo has also proved to be able to interact efficiently with other technology vendors. “We basically assemble third-party products, choosing
the best on the market. But the finished product
works only if all actors interact positively and
correctly. We have to put together several brains
on a project. With Festo – Schegginetti states –
this approach works perfectly: that’s why we
have a long-lasting collaboration".
The partnership with a global industry-leader corporation like Festo has been instrumental to find
many new customers, as they base their trust in
Working Process also on the reliable network
of suppliers of the Piacenza-based company: a
promise of quality, efficiency and global footprint,
essential also for spare parts and service.
“We started by selecting the best partners to
be competitive – Schegginetti concludes – or
better, to win in the global market, with a clear
premise: we must, and we want to, team up.
We want to pursue the mission of creating a
working environment where investments provide
for a better working experience, both in terms
of personal needs and in terms of economic
and financial aspects. To do this, you must look
and walk into the same direction as a team".

www.working-process.com
www.festo.com
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ATL, A HEAP OF SOFAS!
Franco Tartagni.

Franco Tartagni welcomed us with a broad
smile. A huge factory, over 45 thousand square
meters, where everything is organized, cared
after, even pleasant... it really looks as if the
factory were smiling. There are problems, of
course, things to improve and answers to give,
but the overall impact is quite positive: it’s a “nice
place”... It's the Faenza headquarters of Atl, a
giant of upholstered furniture, 82 million euro revenues in 2016. Tartagni is one of the founders of
this company, a long success story of competence
and passion, desire to do something good for
yourself and the community, determination to
carry on…
“This is the result of forty years of history”, said
Tartagni with satisfaction. “It was 1976 when my
business partner Luciano Garoia and I decided
to start our own business. This area is home to
a big upholstered furniture district and we
worked in a company specializing in the production of polyurethane for padding and stuffing.
In those years, there was a lot of work and it
didn't take much courage, I admit...We were
happy that some colleagues decided to follow
us in the new adventure, and in the end we
were eleven people plus two young girls, so
young that they couldn’t even be business partners. So we created a cooperative called Cipes,
managed by Garoia and myself, and still today
this co-op is a pillar of Group Atl, holding a 30
percent share. The first year was terrible, someone feared that other could imitate our initiative,
messing up a “conventional” business sector.
We held up strong, and over the years, we
learned to make everything, providing our customers with “white stems” ready to be upholstered. We also acquired two joinery workshops,
now incorporated in our new Faenza site, to
make stems, structures...In 1997, we were selected as suppliers for a big retail group, and in
2002 by a high-end store chain found all over
the world...".
Business went full sail ahead: with startups and
acquisitions, the group expanded, increased its
competence, approached the market with a complete offer, from design to finished sofas for sitting
rooms or offices. Major partnerships were established, generating new opportunities: from residential to contract, plus the capacity to target different market segments, from consumer products

to leather sofas with sophisticated design.
Each day, the 45-thousand-square-meter factory
in Faenza ships 1,200 sofas, as already mentioned.
Here, 500 out of 600 employees work, plus another
300 in the supply chain, all involved in the production of sofas, the processing of polyurethane
and the workshop that supports all the manufacturing units of the group. The Bertinoro site, extending over 10 thousand meters, hosts the production of leather and high-end furniture.
But what is really impressive is the new Faenza
factory, “…a high-flexibility plant, built to enable
us to do what we decide to do every day”, Tartagni said. “For instance, if we have planned to
ship 1,125 sofas today, by this evening 1,125
sofas will be loaded onto our lorries. Consider
that each day we handle at least 60 different
models, and each model has about twenty variants, which means that the 1,200 sofas we
make each day on average include 300 variants
of shape, color, size, number of seats, functionalities... Each "shuttle" in our plant is a bench
where a sofa is manufactured, from assembling
the first wood pieces up to the finished product,
withe accurate time schedules and an IT system
that "notifies" to each workstation which materials,
mechanisms or fabrics must be available to
create the next sofa".

what we are today, if we can deliver 1,400
sofas in a day, that’s because we have invested
in people and technology: applying efficient
organization principles, keeping up with technological innovation has resulted into lower
production costs, leaner processes, improved
ability to provide customers with what they
really want. All of this with maximum safety, a
value we never give up".
And if you look around the big workshop in Faenza, you understand what Tartagni means: heaps
of components, wooden elements, ready to feed
a production chain that never stops,
“A well-made sturdy wooden frame represents
a small fraction of the final costs of upholstered
furniture. But at Atl we believe a strong structure
is essential for a good sofa. It is not worth
saving on this part, so we use top-quality panels
and wood, just like all the raw materials that
flow into our factories. Mass production, as I
have already explained, requires that there are
no issues or interruptions along the process. It
is definitely not worth jeopardizing the efficiency
of our assembly line for a low-quality panel or a
piece of wood that breaks up suddenly". “A few
months ago we purchased our third Gabbiani
panel saw from Scm, which I consider a small
revolution in panel cutting. We defined this
project with the engineers in Rimini, as we were
looking for a solution offering maximum flexibility.
The result has exceeded our expectations and
now we have a cutting line with amazing productivity levels; we can handle all types of materials without any problem, not to mention the

How can everything run smooth?
“Thanks to organization and technology, even
if making quality upholstered furniture is still a
handicraft job, where human skills and manual
work make the difference. Especially in the final
stage, upholstery, when the sofa or armchair is
“dressed” piece by piece, element by element,
perfectly “to measure”. And for leather sofas,
the handicraft skills of workers are the real differentiator...
Where can technology lend a hand?
“In cutting operations, both for wood, fabrics
and padding materials. We have optimized all
cutting procedure to “industrialize” the preparation of semifinished materials to be assembled
by our craftspeople. In the first period of our
joinery business, when we purchased two workshops, we only had few conventional machines,
really basic equipment: band saws, some planing
machines, a multiblade saw, cut-off saws and a
few more. Also in terms of safety, with advanced technology
we have made great progress.
When we decided to increase
the safety of specific process
stages, we got in touch with
Scm Group. It was 1998 and
we found out they had a machine that was a perfect fit for
us, to process wood and panels in full safety: we immediately
purchased one and that was
the beginning of an enduring
partnership giving great satisfaction. We have grown together, we have got to know each
other and learned to find the
most suitable solution. They installed our first panel saw, and
more recently an angular machine: both products have enabled us to make a huge step
forward in terms of productivity
and safety. You see, if we are
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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convenience of aggregates to turn the panels
and process them as if they were on an angular
machine, relieving the operators from heavyduty tasks, as all they have to do is load the
panels and watch the pushing bars and vacuum
cups do the rest of the work! It’s a highly
versatile and powerful machine which has
changed the working method of our workshop.
we were always short of time, now the production
of most semifinished materials is executed with
great efficiency and safe margins, which is very
important for a tight schedule like we have. We
are so satisfied with this approach that we are
considering replacing the shaping machines
for panels with a nesting working center, I am
sure it will bring the same satisfaction we have
had so far, up to the latest investment. There is
another aspect of our partnership with Scm
Group that I love to mention, namely the quality
of service. Our plants must be reliable in any
situation, that’s why we have chosen technology
partners who can provide the best assistance”.

e
Woodworking Technology Made in Europe
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by Luca Rossetti

www.atlgroup.it
www.scmgroup.com
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“FINDING NEW SOLUTIONS” VOLPATO LASM: BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION TO GROW

So spoke Giovanni Griggio, whom we meet
to talk about “Unica Safe”, the “super-safe”
disk saw that has drawn much attention to
Griggio in Campodarsego, few kilometers off
Padova, a panel saw that has won several innovation awards, both at Ligna and Xylexpo.

The machine can tell wood and panels from
human skin and flesh. Consider that most accidents with this type of machine do not occur
during normal operation, but by chance, maybe
because an employee trips and falls onto the
running blade...”.
We can imagine a disk saw with this device is
more expensive...

“It’s about 5 thousand euro: I don’t think any entrepreneur or craftsman is willing to run any risk
for such a small price difference. Actually,
“Unica Safe” is helping us open up new markets
that are very strict about worker safety.

Giovanni Griggio..

“Starting from a US company patent, we have
been able to develop a solution with even better
performance from several points of view”, he
says. “This might sound banal, but it took a lot
of work and investments to achieve the desired
result. In the original patent, in case of contact
between the blade and the operator’s hand or
fingers, a contact triggered the activation of an
aluminum pad, that immediately stopped the
blade, damaging it seriously. This was not the
best solution according to EC standards.
Together with our partner, we adopted a new
approach, equipping our panel saws with a
pre-loaded air piston that is actuated in a split
second and retracts the blade under the worktable, before it can cause any harm to the operator’s hand. This solution has no risks and
does not destroy the blade! It was not easy to
design and produce, and it also required much
time and work to prepare all the documents
and to carry out extensive testing. In July we
started to produce it and the feedback has
been very positive: just think that the video on
YouTube has recorded almost 20 thousand visualizations in few months”.
This is a very interesting solution...

“It required to engineer a fast, effective and
most of all reliable mechanism: actuating a
piston with a high-speed airflow, acting within
five milliseconds, ten times faster than an airbag,
was really not easy.We considered every detail,
otherwise we would never obtain the certifications
required to distribute our solution. The machine
is so “smart” that it checks all parameters and,
through dedicated signals, it informs the operator
about actual safety conditions for the current
cutting cycle. So, the operator can execute the
cutting cycle in full safety or decide to use the
machine as a standard disk saw.

I can mention Japan and other markets where
we are recording much interest. I will not deny
that we are also working to extend the same
functionality to other machines: according to
our analysis, this project might reach at least
50 percent of the global market”.
How did you solve this challenge?
“We analyzed the application in depth, adapting
the machine construction to the blade diameter
and accurately calculating the strength and
speed required to retract the blade in a flash.
Collaboration with certified laboratories was
valuable and essential, just like the cooperation
with a major engineering company that supported
us in this project. We worked for six years, collaborating with the owners of the original patent,
explaining them the results we could achieve,
a new device we could develop based on their
concept. It is not a bed of roses, however.
To bring innovation to conventional machines
you have to move them into a different world,
get away from competition and roll back your
sleeves!. After all, you can beat competition
only with new ideas: we adopted this approach
to get out of the crisis and now we manufacture
machines that we used to import from China.
We have also revisited our production lines according to lean production concepts, reducing
the costs of our products through a real “industrial
turn”, involving our suppliers who also changed
their established know-how.
In our manufacturing department we now have
a very efficient drilling center and we are developing specific projects for edgebanding, trying
to offer something more and better than our
competitors: we had to change direction and
we did so...”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.griggio.com

“Unica Safe”.
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From left: Giacomo and Gianni Volpato.

“Saying that the world has changed is banal”,
Gianni Volpato says with a smile.
The founder and owner of Volpato Lasm and an
engineer, for many years a well-known figure in
the wood furniture technology domain, renowned
for his capacity to invent new solutions. His argument is flawless: “Some markets around the
world have disappeared, the markets in Europe
are less and less dynamic. Things in Italy are
improving, but there is nothing to celebrate.
Well, then... What should we do? That’s easy:
completely change our philosophy, stop producing old stuff and reinvent your business,
offer solutions rather than just machines...".
A striking feature of Volpato in Campodaresego
(Padova, Italy) has always been the capacity to
offer simple solutions to solve even complex
problems. Where others would opt for complex
and expensive five-axis machining centers, just
to make an example, Volpato and his team
design “light and smart” solutions, simple, easy,
affordable.
“When someone needs technology today, they
go online, find a reseller or contact a manufacturer.
And then the price war starts. However, sometimes it is not so clear how a problem can be
solved, and that’s where a partner like Volpato
jumps in, a small, agile, flexible company that
can handle any request, working to find a convenient solution, consistent with customer requirements. That’s how we have identified our
niche markets and extended our business to
so many countries around the world. Not only:
we have long realized that there is much more
than wood, our ideas can be applied to other
materials. So we moved into new directions,
which are becoming more and more important
for us, plastics, composites...let me tell you a
story. Some time ago, a major industrial group
contacted us. They were looking for a solution
to splice high-voltage cable for long-distance
lines. The connectors for such cables are very
expensive and it takes many hours to manufacture
them. We discussed with the customer, we understood the problem and we developed a pilot
machine to make those connectors in 30-40
minutes instead of eight hours. It worked, and
within few months we sold them many more
units. And that’s about power cables, rubber...Do
you want another story? There is a French manufacturer of outdoor furniture, for gardens or
swimming pools, applications where wood is
not the ideal solution. They approached the
project with semifinished plastic materials, but
they wanted something textured, more similar
to wood. We got in touch, we talked and we invented a solution to make a plastic panel surface
very similar to wood, and once it's painted, you
can hardly tell the difference...I can tell you
about a very tough material, high-pressure
laminates, panels with a very high specific
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weight, incredible resistance, totally indifferent
to moisture. When you cut them, the blade
leaves a mark, the edges are very sharp and
change color, because the material is heat-sensitive. With a machine we made, all these problems were solved...To make another example,
we have been processing Corian for many years,
ever since it was still unknown to most...”.
“Today more than ever, we know that we will always find someone ready to cut prices, so the
real competitive asset is expertise and competence, offering innovative technology. Being
small, we have always analyzed problems in
depth, we have become popular because, one
way or another, we find a solution. I can mention
boxes for Cuban cigars, going back to wood…
A few months ago we close a good deal with
Cuba and now they have better boxes, nicer
and cheaper to make. My son Giacomo, who
has been supporting me for several years in
business, has talked me into exhibiting at a
sheet metal trade show, and that was a brilliant
idea to speed up the development of our machines to polish stainless steel, a process we
are now famous for: success has been really
huge. Our plus is that we are forced to change
continuously, to apply what we know in ever
different fields. For a Portuguese company, we
invented a method to glue two elements of a
field hockey stick, incorporating a microchip
with specific functions. It wouldn’t be much of a
problem if those sticks were symmetrical...".
Invent. Take a new challenge every day. A turnover
of two million euro approximately, built on machines
with an average price of ten-fifteen thousand
euro. Sanding is still at the core of Volpato Lasm’s
business, with a huge portfolio of products, because “...we make the right machine to sand
anything: that’s what we can do best. And we
keep improving them, transforming them to meet
further requirements...”, Gianni Volpato says.
“We have a machine to prepare parts with an
abrasive belt and then polish them with brushes,
without even touching them, whether its wood
or metal. A nearby company producing panels
for airports and subways are using this machine
to “finish” aluminum so that it looks like wood...We
have recently developed a perfect version for
unskilled labor: you select the profile and the
machine operates independently. And that’s
not a sophisticated working center, but a machine
with a list price of a few ten thousand euro, also
perfectly suitable for metal... We are a small
company that loves to work well, very accurately,
and that has based its business on the capacity
to change: are we doing wrong?”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.volpatolasm.com
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EVENTS

WOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY SETTLES

TO THE EAST OF URAL MOUNTAINS

WEINIG “INTECH 2016”
The Weinig Group can look back on another
successful “InTech”, the company's traditional
in-house trade fair.
Around 1,000 customers from 32 countries accepted the invitation to Tauberbischofsheim to
gather information and gain inspiration for new
investments. Weinig presented its complete range
covering the entire value chain in solid wood processing over more than 4,000 m2 and underlined
its leading position in Industry 4.0, a key issue for
the future, with “W4.0 Digital” technologies.
A total of 30 machines and systems were sold
across the group. The order volume was significantly higher than the previous InTech in 2014. At
the press conference on the eve of the in-house
trade fair, Ceo Wolfgang Pöschl also reported
on the pleasing growth of the Weinig Group.
The mix of live demonstrations and practical information so popular with our customers once
again shaped the agenda at the 22nd “InTech”.
A central theme was digitization of production,
for which Weinig has developed an extensive
portfolio of solutions.
These range from “System Plus” for planing
and profiling and “OptiPal” for cutting to “Fencon”
and “master computer technology” for window
production. Machine monitoring and predictive
maintenance are further key issues covered by
Weinig, particularly via its innovative “Service
app”.
In addition, in “Millvision”, Weinig provides a
high-performance solution for furniture production.
Group company Holz-Her offers an attractive
concept in the cutting of panels with the “smart
workshop”. All of these systems target “maximum
transparency of processes”, as Chief Sales
Officer Gregor Baumbusch explained.
The most important thing, he stressed, is to
“achieve improvements in terms of costs, availability and resources for customers while keeping
operation as simple as possible”.
The requirements placed on businesses by
Industry 4.0 were illustrated by Prof.Dr. Hube in
his accompanying presentation, which drew an
interested crowd on every day of the in-house
trade fair. “Data is the fuel of the 21st century,”

stated the economist. He believes this development
applies not only to components of production technology but to all processes in the company.
In the first instance, he recommended a careful
review of the company's readiness for the major
challenge before commencing with the first pilot
projects.
Besides the central theme of “digitization of production”, the Product Unit Planing and Profiling
was in particular demand from visitors to “InTech
2016”. A number of orders were taken for the
“Powermat 2400” moulder among other models.
The Weinig “Classic Shop” with its wide range
of pre-owned machines was also able to secure
a gratifying order tally.
The presentations from Weinig Concept, currently
enjoying great success in the market with complete
system solutions, also drew significant attention.

Eighty percent of the Russian wood resources
can be found east of the Ural Mountains. Nevertheless only 20 percent of the wood harvested in
Russia comes from this region while a highly modern wood-based materials industry has established itself primarily in the west of the country.
This is changing with the construction of an innovative Mdf plant by the Russian timber group
Pavlovskiy Dok approximately 2,000 km to the
east of the Urals, thus, opening previously unused
potentials.
The plant is built not far from Novosibirsk, close
to Barnaul, an administrative center and important
transport hub, and with more than 600,000 inhabitants, it is the largest city in the Altai region.
The construction work in the nearby city of Pavlovsk
has already started and the planning activi-ties of
the equipment suppliers are in full swing.
The main production equipment, ordered from
Siempelkamp, will be loaded with innovative technology “made in Krefeld” and primarily backed
by energy-saving systems. The plant will be
equipped with an optimized sifter concept for
fibers, the new drive technology “Ecodrive” as
well as with the indispensable resin-saving
“Ecoresinator”.
With innovative pressure distribution plates, an
extended cylinder bed and many new equipment
features, the press will operate virtually isobaric
and will manufacture boards with unprecedented
quality for the entire product range from 2.5 mm
to 40 mm.
The Belgium Siempelkamp subsidiary Sicoplan
is responsible for the complete planning of the

The numerous innovations at “InTech” included
the “OptiCut S60” wflex+ cutting system for fully-automated length and width cutting in a single
work stage, the enhanced “ProfiPress T Next
Generation” gluing press and four-sided contour
milling. The innovation sees Weinig transfer a
typical processing center application to a profiling
machine. Visitors were also able to witness complete customer systems in action including, for
the first time, furniture production on the Conturex
system.
Demonstration of complex installations will be
made possible by the integration of the assembly
halls into the exhibition space. “A great opportunity
for ‘InTech’,” underlined Wolfgang Pöschl.
On the eve of “InTech”, the Ceo joined Chief
Sales Officer Gregor Baumbusch, Chief Financial
Officer Gerald Schmidt and the product unit directors to answer questions from 30 members of
the trade press. One recurring theme was the
company's financial figures.
Accordingly, the group expects to achieve a turnover of Euro 380 millions for the current year.
This represents an increase of 6 percen t year on
year for the world market leader in machines and
systems for solid wood and panel processing.
“On the whole
pleasing growth,
which we currently expect to continue next year,”
said Wolfgang
Pöschl in closing.

www.weinig.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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plant including the front-end area of the production
line.
The Siempelkamp scope of supply con-sists of a
sifter, resin blending system, forming and press
line including a “9’ ContiRoll®” press, Generation
8, with optimal prerequisites for a possible future
extension, cooling and stacking line, automatic
intermediate storage, sanding line, and cut-tosize line.
Last but not least, Siempelkamp will also supply
the automation and drive technology with “ProdIQ®” control technology which allows professional
trending, commission evaluations as well as laboratory data and downtime management.
Another company of the Siempelkamp Group
also contributes significantly to making this project
a success.
Siempelkamp’s subsidiary Büttner Energie-und
Trocknungstechnik will supply the fiber dryer and
energy plant.
A 50 MW solid fuel firing system will generate the
thermal energy for the processes and the building.
This concept makes the location entirely independent from fossil fuels.
The installation is scheduled to start in the fourth
quarter of 2017; the first board is forecast to be
pressed in summer of 2018.

www.siempelkamp.com
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“PECULIAR” JOINERY
When they told us we would find a "peculiar" wor- two faces of the same coin: this is the approach
kshop, we could not understand what they really we have adopted in our business”, he said. “We
meant. But as we followed our navigation system have started to offer real solutions, windows
to reach the final dethat perfectly fit into
stination in Treviglio,
the concept, the imbetween Milan and
age that the designer
Bergamo, we started
is developing for a
to realize. We reached
building. We invest a
an industrial hall like
lot in relationships with
many others in this
design professionals,
area, but featuring a
adding this channel
luminous continuous
to more "conventional"
facade, all made of
business with conwood; a wonderful enstruction companies
trance door (made of
or private contractors,
wood, of course), and
and we have got satFrom left, Roberto Aresi and his sons
Emanuele and Giancarlo.
inside, a majestic
isfaction..”.
wooden staircase taking from one floor to the other through the huge A complex world...
entrance “patio”. We were in the right place, no “I would say demanding, we have to deploy all
doubt, and the first impact was “peculiar”, the our tools and skills to design ad-hoc solutions.
signs were clear.
Besides accurate window details, we have to
To be honest, we guessed that we would find so- take into consideration the entire architecture
mething unexpected when we called Giancarlo of a building, the designer's “signature”, the
Aresi on the phone to fix a meeting: “He is in final image that should be conveyed.
Saudi Arabia”, replied his father Roberto. And And this adds to the fact that today people love
not on a holiday, as we had imagined with a ton windows with very thin profiles and no glass
of envy...
stops: the glazing surface must be as wide
as possible. And of course, you have to offer
About fifteen employees, more than two million quick and easy assembling and installation
euro revenues and a strong “peculiar” propensity systems, because it can take one year to
to export, which is not so common among Italian finalize an order, but then you normally have
joiners. The Aresi family export as much as 40 less than thirty days to manufacture the windows
percent of their production all over the world. Or- and install them!”.
ders come from high-end customers, villas or
elegant resorts in wonderful places, or even 1,200 “You always have to show you are serious,
windows for a luxury residence in Doha, requiring qualified to give the right solution to any problem”,
one year of hard work...A long success story added his father Roberto Aresi. “This is true in
started by grandpa Alfredo seventy years ago, Italy and abroad, where a certain category of
in 1947, when he created a traditional family-run contractors need to find suppliers with high
workshop with his wife Maria: windows, some technical standards. We have been able, espepieces of furniture, occasional home moving ser- cially my children, to take this step forward, to
vices, mounting and reassembling furniture...As improve our working methodology with an entime went by, business changed: windows took gineering-driven design that helps us solve any
the lead and furniture were set aside, with the ad- problem of a window.
dition of significant experience in special custom We have increasingly pursued what we might
packaging, a "second track" that is still relevant call “peculiar requirements”, knowing that our
today. More recently, leveraging the engineering focus on innovation could help us find the right
university degrees of the third Aresi generation – way. Innovation has always driven our decisions
represented by brothers Giancarlo and Emanuele also in terms of machinery and technology.
– it was decided to set up a real engineering de- Back in 1992, just to give you an example of
partment. They pushed hard on design, not only our approach, we purchased the first numerical
in terms of visual impact, but pursuing the best control machine to add it to our “angle” machines.
performance of windows and their perfect fitting Numerical control is a different way of working,
into the work of designers in charge to build a it has driven us to build this new site where we
house, a palace, a building...
now have our window manufacturing operations,
because we needed adequate space to preBut let's hear things straight from Giancarlo Aresi’s assemble large windows, with glazing up to
twenty meter wide; and here, we can handle
voice.
“Giving the necessary importance to design any complex situation, projects that we have to
and opening up new opportunities abroad are build and assemble completely in our workshop
before we dismantle, finish, transport
and install them in
their final destination.
This is an essential
stage for an increasing portion of our
production; all elements must be tested and checked,
and maybe customers come to see
and approve before
final delivery...This
working method is
more easily found
among
furniture
A picture that represents Aresi: a wonderful wooden staircase,
handicraft businesson the right a continuous facade, also made of wood,
and in the background, above, an old woodworking machine...
es or yacht furnishXYLON INTERNATIONAL
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ing companies than in the window business. To
achieve certain results, we often leave our advanced machinery aside and we work manually
on routing machines, creating the profile we
need rather than mounting and removing a set
of tools on the working center...Of course, we
also make standard windows, but we have
more business opportunities if we pursue our
strategy: we have made clear choices, getting
all the necessary equipment to do what we are
asked, from “lift-and-slide” windows to continuous
wooden facades, a product that very few companies offer...”.

window leaves or frame parts, pass through
our “S6” by Costa Levigatrici; with 1,350 millimeter working width and a workpiece recycling
system, it helps us achieve high productivity
with one operator who selects the working program to activate the necessary aggregates for
a specific machining operation.
We selected Costa after a long evaluation of
the proposals of all market leaders; in the end,
Costa Levigatrici convinced us, showing their
reliability, providing the necessary warranties,
supporting us to identify the configuration,
training our staff..."

“Preparation, technical expertise, technology
are always necessary, but in the context we
have developed around our business, they are
essential", added Giancarlo Aresi. “It is essential
to interact with professionals, to understand
their language, their needs, their ideas, what
they are imagining. That's why we invest a lot in
skills and tools to design better, so that we can
design together with the studio in charge for a
building or a renovation project, solving problems
by standing close to them, and actually incorporating our part organically. You cannot just
say “here is our new windows”, you have to fit it
into the overall project: therefore, each time we
propose a new profile, we offer the highest
possible number of variants, so that we can effectively respond to any situation”.

www.costawww

by Luca Rossetti

Talking about technology...
“As mentioned, we have equipped our joiner’s
workshop to solve any problem, including major
productivity peaks. With the machines we have
today we can work with the methods and deadlines we have planned. with two angular machines, one working centers and other machines,
including a powerful thickness sander which is
our latest investment, we are fully confident
with our production capacity.
After all, modern machines are so performing
that all joiners could produce much more than
they actually do, besides achieving much better
results and incomparable finishes. In the past
ten years, we have seen amazing developments
in all areas, from machines to hardware, from
materials to window performance, up to manufacturing techniques: just think about the use of
glass, the performance of new glues or hidden
hardware with exceptional load capacity. Not
to mention finishing, coating... all these assets
must be leveraged.
Innovation is the key, we know it well, we all
know: we cannot go on with the same ideas,
the same materials or the same machines for
the next ten years. Windows are mature products
and it will be difficult to make further steps forward, but it’s up to us to put our experience to
fruition and to expand our expertise to identify
new and different things we can offer to specific
markets and targets".
“This is the reason why we decided to buy a
sanding machine by Costa”, Giancarlo Aresi
added. “Finishing is increasingly important and
it is essential to innovate also this part of our
process, standardizing our working method to
achieve consistent final results in line with our
targets. Manual sanding or technology that is
not powerful or flexible enough translate into
unreliable cycle time and inconsistent results.
For us, it was really important to fix this stage
by deploying optimized technology, so we
switched to a machine with seven aggregates
that can calibrate, sand and brush any surface,
with minimum manual operations, consistent
results and delivering any finishing requested
by the customer. We have no more issues with
brushed surfaces, and we can prepare our
windows to execute optimal coating, obtaining
lacquered products with water-based coatings
that compare with those we produced a few
decades ago! Today, all our production, including
January-February 2017

www.falegnameriaaresi.com

“COSTA mod. S6 CCCRRP 1350”

The top calibrating, sanding and brushing
machine with 6+2 aggregates by Costa
Levigatrici is a very flexible and versatile
solution, ideal for the window business, allowing to calibrate and sand doors, frame
parts or assembled window leaves, thanks
to 1,350 millimeter working width and the
possibility to handle thickness from 3 to 160
millimeters.
Featuring three 2620x1380 mm belt groups
with 250 mm diameter rubber-coated rollers,
the machine is equipped with three motors,
aggregates and accessories to improve its
functionality and simplify tooling and operation. These include blowers, sanding grain
preselection, automatic clamps, systems to
simplify belt change, five “tips” and rubbercoated pressure rollers.
The machine is provided with three superfinishing brushing units, two of which
are independent with vertical brushes,
equipped with interchangeable pads for
contouring and rusticating, with servo-adjustable movements and the possibility to
extract the units quickly for maintenance.
Each group has five triads of pads (15 in
total) that execute three movements: rotary,
orbital and oscillating.
The third group consists of flat pads –
onto which easy-to-remove and low-cost
abrasive disks are mounted – for superfinishing operations with two movements, rotary-orbital and oscillating. This group is
comprised of nine pads totally, individually
motor-driven to be accurately positioned
onto the piece and lifted off. The entire unit
can be extracted. The machine is also provided with auxiliary units: a “Scotch-Brite”
brush to polish painted surfaces (also with
rapid extraction to mount an abrasive brushing unit for finishing operations on raw or
painted components) and a group of rotary
blowers to clean the outgoing part.
Costa Levigatrici will exhibit at Made Expo
in Milan, from 8 to 11 February, presenting
a four-unit sanding machine designed to
process crossed grain and assembled
frames, to achieve high finishing grade on
wooden and painted doors and floorings;
these solutions can also be applied to aluminum components.
www.costalev.com
Hall 3, stand N31-P28
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EGGER: STABLE HALF-YEAR
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
The Egger Group Management is generally happy
with its first half-year developments. The Group, with
headquarters in St.Johann in Tirol (Austria), has
completed the first six-month period of its financial
year 2016/2017 (reference date the 31st October
2016) with a consolidated turnover of Eur 1.19
billion. With a stable turnover development, the
Ebitda increased by 10.1 percent on the previous
year to reach Eur 189.6 million. The Ebitda margin
increased to 15.9 percent (previous year: 14.4
percent).
"The general economic situation was very unstable in the last half-year. Nevertheless, as
compared to the previous year, we were able to
grow in almost all relevant geographic markets
in our main product segment, Furniture and Interior Design, which represents 75 percent of
our total turnover. The big exception is the UK,
where uncertainty following the Brexit vote led
to a devaluation of the currency" explains Thomas
Leissing, Head of Finance/Administration/Logistics
and spokesperson of the Egger Group Management.
The UK turnover increased by plus 4.8 percent in
British Pounds, but the negative currency effects
caused a turnover regress in Euros of less 9.2
percent. Conversely, the turnover in the decorative
segment developed particularly well in Russia
(plus 7.1 percent) and Romania (plus 7.8 percent),
but also in markets such as Spain and Portugal
(plus 8 percent) and overseas (Asia plus 19.4
percent and Japan plus 12.4 percent). We can
also see positive developments in France, Italy,
and particularly Austria. In Egger's largest market,
Germany, the development was stable as compared to the same period last year ( plus 0.5 percent).
For Egger Retail Products (Flooring), the turnover
for the same period last year also remained stable
(less 0.1 percent) despite a difficult market situation.
The strategy to consciously forego unprofitable
volume deals continues to be successful and will
be implemented further during the second half of
the financial year.
The turnover development of Osb and timber in
the Egger Building Products Division also remained
stable (plus 0.4 percent). The Osb products business continues to be marked by overcapacities
in the market with corresponding price pressures.
Nevertheless, several markets in Eastern Europe
(Romania, Czech Republic and Slovakia) and
overseas have developed very well.

In the first six months of the current 2016/2017 financial year, Egger invested Eur 145.6 million in
property, plant and equipment, as well as in intangible assets (previous year: Eur 142.8 million).
Eur 36.4 million were maintenance investments.
Eur 109.2 million were used for growth investments.
The main ones consisted of completing the installation of the Mdf/Hdf production line including
flooring production in the Gagarin plant (Russia),
investments in energy, maintenance and storage
capacities in the two French plants of Rambervillers
and Rion, as well as an additional edging production line in Brilon (Germany) plant.
"Thanks to the continued high-level investments,
we have 17 modern, environmentally-friendly
and safe plants," says Walter Schiegl, Head of
Production/Technology of the Egger Group. "At
the same time, we consistently continue the
strategy of backward integration and production
and warehouse optimisation".
For the second half of the financial year 2016/2017
the expectations for the product segments Egger
Decorative Products (Furniture and Interior Design)
and Egger Retail Products (Flooring) remain positive. Due to lasting overcapacities in the Osb
market, no improvement is expected for Egger
Building Products. Thanks to the positive Western
European development and the movement of volumes from weaker regions to alternative markets,
Egger expects the revenue and results growth to
continue across the Group during the financial
year 2016/2017. The commissioning of additional
finishing capacities and investments in the optimisation of the cost structure suggest stable
results can be expected.

“BMB 800/900” BY HOMAG
It is now impossible to imagine window production
without Cnc technology. For more than 20 years,
Homag has developed Cnc machines for window
construction that have revolutionized window processing. Today, it is possible to complete the
entire processing process in just a single step
with maximum precision and outstanding quality.
You will benefit from partially and fully automatic
solutions, allowing the production of up to 100
window units per shift. And of course, HOMAG
offers solutions for all components and designs,
leaving no customer wish unfulfilled.
At a glance: the processing centres powerProfiler
“Bmb 800/900” are characterized by a good
“grip” on everything: the new gripping and
clamping technology opens up new possibilities
for profile design; high performance in a small
space: parallel processing of multiple components
and fast tool change, loading and removal at one
point; all-in-one machine: integration of all components: straight parts, curved parts, doors and
supplementary elements Homag impressive spin-

A key contribution will be made by the new decorative collection for retail, shopfitting and architecture, predicts Ulrich Bühler, Head of Sales/Marketing of the Egger Group: "The Egger Decorative
Collection 2017-2019 will be launched on the
market in early January 2017. It is already receiving very positive feedback in the current
prelaunch phase. With 300 decors, a serviceoriented products offer, the Egger set of matching
decors and materials, and new digital service
warranties, we provide our partners with a quick,
reliable and successful offering. We are continuing the success story of the collection previously
known as “Zoom."

www.egger.com

From left to right: Walter Schiegl, Thomas Leissing and Ulrich Bühler.
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dles feature liquid cooling, a variable speed
range, vector control and a spindle sensor that
detects imbalances and vibrations, thus protecting
the spindle.
The proven 5-axis technology or the “Flex5” unit
family with exchangeable 5-axis technology, gives
you the option of expanding the processing spectrum. What is more, the compact tool magazine,
which is available in various sizes, allows you to
remain flexible.
The pre-changing system of the central tool magazine provides minimal clamp-to-clamp time,
and all tools are located directly within reach of
the trimming spindles. The nested arrangement
means that all space is efficiently used, even with
large tools.
Components from a height of 20 to 150 mm, a
width of 25 to 300 mm can be processed in automatic mode. Up to 4,200mm without, with reclamping 6,000 mm of length is possible in automatic mode.
www.homag.com
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CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Secondary processing
SCM GROUP spa
BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

RS WOOD srl

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it

Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it
Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.
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GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Crossing-cutting lines

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com
Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
CEFLA FINISHING GROUP

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

Surface finishing
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
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CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!
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FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Sale of machinery
and equipment

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735- fax +39 0123 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

14-17 January
Domotex
www.domotex.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Furniture

9-12 February
Legno&Edilizia
www.legnoeedilizia.com
• Verona (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

16-21 January
Bau
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Munich (Germany)
Constructing and architecture

1-4 March
DelhiWood
www.delhi-wood.com
• New Delhi (India)
Woodworking technologies

16-22 January
Living Kitchen
www.livingkitchen-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

7-9 March
Dubai Int’l Wood
& Wood Machinery Show
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Woodworking technologies

16-22 January
Imm Cologne
www.imm-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

FAPIL srl

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it

AAAAAAAA

Handling
and commissioning

Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

AAAAAAAA

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

18-21 January
Magna ExpoMueblera
www.magnaexpomueblera.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

26-29 January
Klimahouse
www.fierabolzano.it/klimahouse
• Bozen (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

Lacquers

2-5 February
Bauen+Wohnen
www.bauen-wohnen.co.at
• Salzburg (Austria)
Furniture
6-9 February
WoodExpo
www.miladfair.ir
• Tehran (Iran)
Woodworking technologies

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com

7-9 February
Zow
www.zow.de
• Bad Salzuflen (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real
partner, capable of supporting the customer
not only from technical and production point
of view but also for its ability to consistently
deliver new creative ideas.

7-11 February
Stockholm Furniture Fair
www.stockholmfurniturelightfair.se
• Stockholm (Sweden)
Furniture

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES

8-11 March
MadeExpo
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
8-11 March
Miff
http://2017.miff.com.my
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture
26-28 April
Lesdrevtech
www.belexpo.by
• Minsk (Belarus)
Woodworking technologies
16-19 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies
22-26 May
Ligna
www.ligna.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies
22-25 May
Index Dubai
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Woodworking technologies
13-17 June
Fitecma
www.feria.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Ayres (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies
20-22 June
Expo Ampimm
www.expoampimm.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

Agents and wood trades

21-23 June
Woodtech Africa
www.woodtechafrica.com
• Nairobi (Kenya)
Woodworking technologies

Software
BASSO LEGNAMI srl
DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com

29 June - 2 July
TTBois Expo
www.acimall.com
• Casablanca (Marocco)
Woodworking technologies

Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.
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13-15 July
Bangladesh Wood
www.futurextrade.com
• Dhaka (Bangladesh)
Woodworking technologies
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